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Entergy Operations. Inc.
ATTN: John R. McGaha. Vice President-0perations

River Bend Station
P.O. Box 220
St. Francisville. Louisiana 70775

SUBJECT: NRC INSPECTION REPORT 50-458/94-17 WITH NOTICE OF VIOLF' ION AND
NOTICE OF DEVIATION

This refers to the operational safety team followup inspection conducted by
Mr. T. F. Stetka and the inspectors identified in the enclosed report on
October 31 through November 10. 1994. The inspection included a review of
activities authorized for your River Bend Station facility. At the conclusion
of the inspection. the findings were discussed with you and those personnel
identified in the enclosed report.

Areas examined during the inspection are identified in the report. The team
evaluated programs and activities important to the safe operation of the
plant. Within these areas the inspection consisted of selective examinations
of procedures and representative records, interviews with personnel. and
observation of activities in progress-.

The executive summary, included in the enclosed report, indicated that
progress in resolving past problems and in implementing an effective
corrective action program was very good. The improvement in the material
condition of the plant and the strong effort by the station staff to meet
established goals and standards was also evident: however, a number of
problems still exist that require resolution. Continued heightened management
attention is needed to assure the successful resolution of these problems.

Based on the results of this inspection. certain licensed activities appeared
to be in violation of NRC requirements, as specified in the enclosed Notice of
Violation. The violation is 01 concern because it resulted in two instances
of uncontrolled storage of transient combustible materials within the plant
spaces, causing a potential fire hazard that could have affected safety-
related equipment.

Based on the results of this inspection, certain of your activities appeared
to deviate from the commitments in your letter of May 13. 1994 in response to
violations identified in NRC Inspection Report 50-458/93-25. as specified in
the enclosed Notice of Deviation. We are concerned about the deviation
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because the failure to have revised all procedures could have resulted in !
improper testing activities.

,

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions ;

specified in the enclosed Notices when preparing your response. In your
response, you should document the specific actions taken and any additional !

actions you plan to prevent recurrence. After reviewing your response to
these Notices including your proposed corrective actions and the results of
future inspections, the NRC will determine whethe: further NRC enforcement i

action is necessary to ensure compliance with NRC regulatory requirements. '

'

One unresolved item was identified during this inspection as discussed in
Section 4.3 of the enclosed report. ;

:
In accordance with 10 CFR Part 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice." a copy '

of this letter and its enclosures will be placed in the NRC Public Document
Room. i

,

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notices are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget. as ,

required by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. Pub. L. No. 96.511. -

Should you have any questions regarding this inspection, we will be pleased to ;

discuss them with you. i
,

Sincerely. I

Q !.- m- -

Thomas P. Gwynr D' rec r !

DivisionofRed r Sa'e
,

t

Docket: 50-458
License: NPF-47 |

Enclosures:
1. Appendix A - Notice of Violation
2. Appendix B - Notice of Deviation
3. Appendix ' - NRC Inspection Report

50-458/94-17 w/ attachment

cc w/ enclosures:
Entergy Operations. Inc.. ,

ATTN: Harold W. Keiser. Executive Vice
President and Chief Operating Officer :

P.O. Box 31995
Jackson. Mississippi 39286-1995

,

,

i
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Entergy Operations. Inc.
ATTN: Jerrold G. Dewease. Vice President

'

Operations Support
'

P.O. Box 31995
Jackson. Mississippi 392B6-1995 i

Entergy Operations. Inc.
ATTN: Michael B. Sellman. General Manager

Plant Operations
P.O. Box 220
St. Francisville. Louisiana 70775

Entergy Operations. Inc.
ATTN: James J. Fisicaro. Director

Nuclear Safety 1

River Bend Station |

P.O. Box 220 |
St. Francisville. Louisiana 70775

;

Wise. Carter. Child & Caraway
ATTN: Robert B. McGehee. Esq.
P.O. Box 651 |
Jackson. Mississippi 39205 |

,

Winston & Strawn
i

ATTN: Mark J. Wetterhahn. Esq.
1401 L Street. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20005-3502

Entergy Operations. Inc.
ATTN: Otto P. Bulich. Manager |

Nuclear Licensing
P.O. Box 220
St. Francisville. Louisiana 70775

The Honorable Richard P. Ieyoub
Attorney General
P.O. Box 94095
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804-9095

H. Anne Plettinger
3456 Villa Rose Drive
Baton Rouge. Louisiana 70806

President of West Feliciana
Police Jury
P.O. Box 1921
St. Francisville. Loulslana 70775
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Cajun Electric Power Coop. Inc.
ATTN: Philip G. Harris
10719 Airline Highway
P.O. Box 15540
Baton Rouge. Louisiana 70895

William H. Spell. Administrator
" Radiation Protection Division

P.O. Box 82135
Baton Rouge Louisiana 70884-2135
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E-Mail report to D. Sullivan (DJS) !

bec to DMB (IE01)

bcc distrib. by RIV:

L. J. Callan Resident Inspector
Branch Chief (DRP/D) Leah Tremper (OC/LFDCB, MS: TWFN 9E10) ;

Project Engineer (DRP/D) Senior Resident Inspector (Grand Gulf) t

MIS System DRSS-FIPB
RIV File Branch Chief (DRP/TSS)
Senior Resident Inspector (Cooper) T. F. Stetka (TL DRS)

,

DOCUMENT NAME: !
To receive copy of document. Indicate in box: "C" = Copy without enclosures "E" = Copy with enclosures "N" = No

copy

RIV:TL:DRS* RI:MB:DRS RI:EB:DRS PE:B:DRP RI:PB:DRS
* * * *

1FStetka CEJohnson WMMcNeil DNGraves WWagner.

01/12/95 01/12/95 01/12/95 01/12/95 01/12/95

Rl:PB:DRS* | NRR* | D:DRS R D:DRP |9 D:DRS 4 ,

P0ualls L.Gundrum TPGwynn[ik)( ABBeach r k TPGwynp \ f 6_
01/12/95 01/12/95 t/o sf" ' VTA t//1/9f,

*Previously concurred 5
'
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APPENDIX A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION
'

Entergy Operations. Inc. Docket: 50-458
River Bend Station License: NPF-47

<

During an NRC inspection conducted on October 31 through November 10, 1994, a
violation of NRC requirements was identified. In accordance with the " General '

Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actions." 10 CFR Part 2.
Appendix C. the violation is listed below:

Technical Specification 6.8.1 requires, in part, that written procedures.

shall be implemented for the fire protection program.

Fire Protection Program Procedure FPP-0030. " Storage of Combustibles." |.

Revision 7. Section 5.2.2 prohibits the long-term storage (i.e. . |
greater than 30 days) of combustible supplies within the power block.

'

Contrary to the above, on November 2. 1994:

About 2000 pounds of combustible supplies consisting of ventilation.
;

system ductwork and filters, were found to be stored within the fuel :
building portion of the power block. The material had been stored in

,

that location for a period of approximately 2 years. i

Combustible supplies consisting of four rolls of plastic on a rack were |
.

found to be stored within the auxiliary building portion of the power '

block. The material had been stored in that location for a period of
greater than 30 days.

This is a Severity Level IV violation (458/9417-02) (Supplement I). !
.

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201. Entergy Operations. Inc., is
hereby required to submit a written statement or explanation to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ATTN: Document Control Desk. Washington D.C.
20555 with a copy to the Regional Administrator Region IV. 611 Ryan Plaza
Drive. Suite 400. Arlington Texas 76011. and a co)y to the NRC Resident
inspector at the facility that is the subject of t11s Notice, within 30 days
of the date of the letter transmitting this Notice of Violation (Notice).
This reply should be clearly marked as a " Reply to a Notice of Violation" and
should include for each violation: (1) the reason for the violation, or, if :

contested the basis for disputing the violation. (2) the corrective steps
that have been taken and the results achieved. (3) the corrective steps that '

will be taken to avoid further violations, and (4) the date when full
,

compliance will be achieved. If an adequate reply is not received within the [time specified in this Notice, an order or a Demand for Information may be |

t

i

I
i

I
1
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issued to show cause why the license should not be modified, suspended, or |
revoked or why such other action as may be proper should not be taken. Where
good cause is shown, consideration will be given to extending the response
time.

Dated at Arlington. Texas.
this s'T'Nay of January 1995 .

|
|
|

|

i

i

11
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APPENDIX B |

NOTICE OF DEVIATION

Entergy Operations. Inc. Docket: 50-458
River Bend Station License: NPF-47

.

During an NRC-inspection conducted on October 31 through November 10, 1994, a
deviation from your commitment to complete a revision to procedures was
identified. In accordance with the " General Statement of Policy and Procedure
for NRC Enforcement Action." 10 CFR Part 2. Appendix C the deviation is -

listed below:
|

Entergy Operations. Inc., Letter RBG-40580. dated May 13, 1994. from.

J. R. McGaha to the NRC stated, in part, that procedures having
instrument tubing configurations that required venting instructions have
been reviewed and revised. i

Procedure STP-204-4221. "ECCS-LPIC Pump A Discharge Pressure-High 18.

Month CHCAL: 18 Month LSFT (E12-N055A: E12-N655A)." was one of the
.

t

procedures that required revision.

Contrary to the above as of November 4. 1994. Procedure STP-204-4221, was not
revised to incorporate pressure transmitter venting instructions.

This is a deviation (458/9417-04).

Please provide to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ATTN: Document
Control Desk. Washington. D.C. 20555. with a copy to the Regional

:
Administrator. Region IV. 611 Ryan Plaza Drive. Suite 400. Arlington. 1

Texas 76011. and a copy to the NRC Resident Inspector at the. facility that is
'
,

the subject of this Notice of Deviation. in writing within 30 days of the date
of this Notice of Deviation, the reason (s) for the deviation. the corrective
steps which have been taken and the results achieved, the corrective steps 1

which will be taken to avoid further deviations, and the date when your ;
corrective action will be completed. Where good cause is shown. consideration
will be given to extending the response time, j

|

Dated aj Arlington. Texas |
this Inay of January 1995 i

|

|
,

.

111
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APPENDIX C
,

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION IV

Inspection 0 Sort: 50-458/94-17

Operating License: NPF-47 ;

'

Licensee: Entergy Operations. Inc. .

P.O. Box 220
St. Francisville. Louisiana 70775-0220

t

Facility Name: River Bend Station

Inspection At: St. Francisville. Louisiana
!
'

Inspection Conducted: October 31 through November 10. 1994

Team Leader: T. Stetka. Team Leader.
Division of Reactor Safety (DRS)

Team Members: L. Gundrum. Project Manager
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

'C. Johnson, Reactor Inspector. DRS

W. McNeill. Reactor Inspector. DRS

D. Graves., Project Engineer. Division of Reactor Projects

W. Wagner. Reactor Inspector. DRS i

P. Qualls. Reactor Inspector. DRS |
i

i

Appr'oved: ) I /3 TJ
Whomas P. Gwynn. D rect r Dat'e 1'

Division of Reacto ety i
.

iv
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY .

'

RIVER BEND STATION
OPERATIONAL SAFETY TEAM FOLLOWUP INSPECTION

During the period of October 31 through November 10. 1994, a team of seven NRC '

inspectors performed a followup review of the findings that were identified in
an operational safety team inspection (OSTI) that was conducted at the River -

Bend Station and documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-458/93-25. The team's -

com)osition for this inspection included four inspectors that were team
mem)ers on the OSTI. The focus of this inspection was to ascertain the status
of the findings that were identified in the OSTI. This followup inspection

1

was concentrated in eight areas, which included operations, maintenance. !
surveillance, engineering, corrective actions, management oversight, safety !

review, and fire protection.

Overall, the team concluded that the licensee had made very good progress in ;

resolving past problems and implementing an effective corrective action |program. This progress had occurred due to exce)tional licensee staff effort
to support management goals and to implement higler standards. While the team !

considered the goals and standards to be appropriate, it appeared that this
level of staff effort must be sustained to assure that existing problems are

,

properly resolved. '

The team noted improvement in the operations area. Operators were identifying ;

problems utilizing the condition reporting process, and establishing -

priorities for safe plant o>eration. Tours of the plant indicated a ,

significant improvement in )oth material condition and housekeeping / equipment
preservation. During these tours, the team observed minor problems in some
areas and noted that the condition of the drywell was below the material '

condition standard seen in other plant areas. The licensee's detailed " zone"
inspections, which should have corrected the identified problems. had not been ,

conducted in all plant areas. |

|

The team observed that the control room staff was conscientious and ;
4

professional. An improved questioning attitude was apparent. Communications '

within the control room and between the control room and the nuclear equipment
operators were clear and concise. The control room discipline during a
reactor startup and normal operations was excellent. Good coordination was
observed between the work management center and the control room. Operators
demonstrated a feeling of plant ownership and were observed to be setting
plant priorities. It was also noted that operations management involvement
and oversight was extensive and that identified deficiencies were adequately
addressed.

In the maintenance area, the team noted that maintenance personnel were
routinely using the condition reporting process to identify problems.
Maintenance personnel were observed to be following procedures and appeared to
be competent in the performance of their duties. With the exception of
two personnel error weaknesses observed by the team, the program
implementation was considered to be improving.

v
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The backlog of corrective maintenance activities was noted to be high:
however, there was a definite decreasing trend. Considering that the licensee
had lowered their threshold for identifying problems, and, as a consequence. *

was creating more corrective maintenance activities. the team considered this
trend to be commendable. The licensee had increased their maintenance
technician staffing to assist with backlog reduction. The licensee had also- ,

implemented a system reliability program, a preventive maintenance action ,

plan. and a 12-week look ahead work activity schedule. These improvements !

were contributing to improved coordination of work activities. :

It was noted that while the backlog of overdue preventive maintenance tasks !

was high. a decreasing trend was occurring. Of the overdue tasks. only a few i

involved safety-related equipment. The licensee was implementing a preventive !
maintenance optimization )lan to improve the entire preventive maintenance *

program. This plan, whic1 involved system engineering in the review and !

concurrence of the plan results was considered to be a strength.
|

The licensee has also implemented trending programs to identify and eliminate !

recurrent equipment failures. These programs. which included the system
reliability program and the condition report trending program, trend both
human and equipment performance problems. The programs appeared to be .'

effective in reducing the number of recurrent equipment failures, as well as )
the number of significant personnel errors.

| The quality of the surveillance test procedures had improved. This ;

1mprovement occurred through implementation of a long-term procedure upgrade !

program. While the progress of program completion was appropriate. some
problems were noted. During this interim upgrade period, the licensee had
conducted validation and verification of the existing procedures to assure i

that the procedures were usable. The team observed some instances where this
verification and validation was not fully effective. Nevertheless, as the ;

result of these procedure improvements it appeared that procedure adherence i

had improved.
.

The team identified an unresolved item regarding the inservice testing ,

program. This problem involved the operability testing classification of some !

air supply chect valves to the main steam isolation valves.

There had been a number of improvements in the engineering area. The team
noted a considerable decrease in the engineering backlog. During the last

commendable decrease in the total modification backlog.pleted, resulting in a
refueling outage. 91 outstanding modifications were com

It was noted that the
number of outstanding temporary modifications was small and all of these were
found to be properly dispositioned. System engineers were identifying-

problems and had developed a sense of system ownership. Management
expectations regarding the system engineering group were now clear which
contributed to a more effective organization. While the team noted problems
in the system engineering program, these problems were of a minor nature and
did not detract from an otlerwise improving program.

The licensee had significantly increased the effectiveness of the corrective-

action program. This program was a considerable improvement over the program
that was in place in October 1993. The team noted that the threst:ola for

v1
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identifying problems had been lowered, personnel were freely writing condition '

reports to identify problems, were properly resolving these condition reports. ,

and that there was a heightened sensitivity by all plant personnel to the ,

corrective action program.

The corrective actions taken in response to the findings of the OSTI were '

effective, in most areas, in solving the root causes identified. There were
exanples where long-standing issues had been properly resolved.

During the inspection, the team attended numerous meetings to judge the
effectiveness of these meetings and management involvement in day-to-day plant
act1rities. The team found these meetings, in general, to be comprehensive
and effective in planning ongoing plant activities and in resolving problems. ,

With few exceptions these meetings demonstrated that the licensee approached
issues with a questioning attitude. The team noted a strong management
involvement with ongoing plant activities in every area reviewed.

The licensee had made very good progress in com)leting the long-term
performance improvement alan. The team noted tlat the licensee was ahead of

;

schedule in completing tie plan, but that some of the more difficult problems i

remained to be resolved.

The licensee had strengthened the fire protection area with effective
,

management involvement and good design engineering support. As was identified
during tours of the plant, the fire protection systems were found to be in
very good material condition. One violation involving the storage of
transient combustible materials was identified.

The licensee had implemented the use of a multidiscipline fire protection
team, which was considered to be a strength. However, it was also noted that
a fire protection system engineer position on this team had not been filled in
over a year,

, .

!

|
'

v11 |
|
|
|

|
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DETAILS

1 INTRODUCTION
!

This operational safety team followup inspection was conducted to ascertain
the progress that had been made in addressing the performance issues that
resulted in the findings that were identified during an operational safety
team inspection (OSTI) on October 25-29 and November 8-12. 1993. The results
of the OSTI were documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-458/93-25. The OSTI
identified a number of problems and weaknesses in the areas of operations,
maintenance. surveillance, engineering and technical support, management
oversight. safety review. and corrective action. The licensee, at that time,
Gulf States Utilities, was considered to be especially weak in the corrective
action area. On December 31. 1993, the license was transferred from Gulf
State Utilities to Entergy Operations. Inc.

To ascertain the status of the findings that were identified in the OSTI. the
team reviewed the areas of operations, maintenance surveillance, engineering,
corrective actions, management oversight, and safety review. In addition, due
to the number of historical issues relating to weaknesses in the fire
protection program at the River Bend Station, the team included this area as a
part of the inspection so that the effect of the new management structure on
the fire protection program could be assessed.

At the beginning of this inspection, the plant was i.n a shutdown condition to
replace the reactor recirculation pump seals. This maintenance activity was
completed during this inspection and the plant made a return to power
operations. This shutdown condition and the return to power provided the
opportunity for the team to tour normally inaccessible areas and to observe
the plant startup evolution.

2 OPERATIONS (92901)
.

The team observed operations throughout the plant. Implementation of the
corrective action process by the operations department was also reviewed. A
system walkdown was performed to verify that the configuration of the system
was in accordance with the appropriate design documentation and administrative
system status controls. Plant tours were conducted to assess general material
condition, equipment preservation, and housekeeping.

2.1 Conduct of Goerations

2.1.1 Cor rol Room Observations

The team observed normal control room operations during shutdown conditions.
preparation for reactor startup, reactor startup. power ascension and steady
state power operations.

During all phases of plant operations, control room conduct was observed to be
both conscientious and professional. Communications between members of the
control room staff and between the control room staff and the nuclear
equipment operators were clear and concise. Information was routinely
repeated back for accuracy. Alarms were announced when received, and

1
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annunciator response
unanticipated alarms. procedures were appropriately referenced for
face-to-face discussions, and shift briefings. Shift turnovers were thorough and included log reviews,f

The system operating procedures (50P). abnormal operating procedures (A0P)i

emergency operating procedures. selected annunciator response procedures, and
selected operations section procedures (OSP) were reviewed to verify that the

,

current revision was in use in the control room and that the correct interimchanges were incorporated.
found to be current with few interim changes.No deficiencies were noted.The procedures were e

F

notices without issuing a new procedure revision had been specificallya new procedure change notice to incorporate several already existing changeThe previous practice of using
prohibited by Procedure RBNP-001. " Control and Use of RBS Procedures "

i

Revision 10.
.

accordance with Procedure 0$P-0017. " Normal Control Board Lineups for SafetyPortions of the main control board lineups were verified by the team to be inRelated Systems." Revision 5.
No discrepancies were identified.

Additionally, the implementation of the procedure upgrade program
more consistent format. as well as more accurate and usable proceduresplanned verification and validation of all procedures, should provide for a

, along with

operations department had responsibility for approximately 400 procedures. Theand. as of this inspection
process. and many more were. three had been through the complete validation.

at various points in the process. Approximately20 additional procedures were scheduled to be revised prior to December 311994.
.

The team reviewed the control room panels for equipment out of service
deficiency or work request tags, and operator aids to determine how effecti
the licensee had been in resolving long-standing deficiencies

.

ve

a+-the-controls area hathat the number of outstanding work request / deficiency tags in the. The team noted

80 observed a year ago.d been reduced to approximately 50 from approximately
The total number of caution / operator aid tags had

been reduced from approximately 125 a year ago to approximately 66 at the tiof the inspection.
This number included those place me

room. as well as those in the at-the-controls area. d outside the control
equipment were out of service. and the overall condition of the control room

No major pieces of
was very good.

The licensee was continuing to reduce the number ofOnly a small number of annunciators were lit during full poweroperations.

deficiencies and revising operating procedures. caution /information tags and " operator work-arounds" by correcting hardware

extensive operations management involvement and oversight. Preparations for the reactor startup on November 2 were thorough and h d
,

a

briefing was conducted with the crew by the operations superintendentA pre-startup
operations manager was also present and involved. . The

topics. such as the reason for the shutdown. which was increased dryleakage rates and recirculation pump seal replacements. major activities
The briefing included

well

completed during the outage. an engineering startup monitoring planreactivity management philosophy. . and
Additionally, the operations departmenthad

nstituted a set of startup rules that were put into effect during reactstart ups .

The rules covered toDics such as management oversight / coverageor

2
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during the startup. communications with the control room, work control. and
conduct of routine activities in the control room.

The reactor startup was well controlled by the control room staff.
Coordination between the reactor. operator. the control room supervisor, and !
reactor engineering was excellent. Either the operations manager or the :

operations superintendent was constantly in the control room during the !

startup, and the shift superintendent provided general control room oversight.

Two noteworthy observations were made by the team during the reactor startup .

and subsequent power ascension. During the startup, the amount of work !
allowed to be processed through the work management center was reduced to
limit the potential distractions to the operators and minimize potential plant
impact. One of the reactor operators from the work management center went to <

'

the control room to perform a walkdown of the back panels. No procedural
requirement. recommendation nor management request prompted the back panel
review by the operator. While comparing the status of bypassed local power i

range monitor (LPRM) detectors to the information contained in the LPRM ,

bypassed log (Attachment 3 from Procedure REP-0037. "LPRM Operability"). the l

operator noticed that LPRM 46-47C was in bypass while LPRM 14-47C was not
'

bypassed, although the log indicated that it was. All other LPRMs were
! verified to be operable or bypassed per the documentation from REP-0037.

Condition Report 94-1432 was initiated to document and investigate the
condition, and the two mispositioned LPRM bypass switches were repositioned to
the correct positions. The condition report investigation was in progress at
the end of the inspection. The questioning attitude of the reactor operator
performing the LPRM operability verification was an example of the improvement
shown by the operations staff.

The second observation involved Control Rod 48-33 double notching, which
resulted in the rod moving from the 02 position to the 06 position, instead of
stopping at the 04 position. The operators and reactor engineer appropriately
referred to REP-0051 " Control Rod Movement," Revision 7. regarding
mispositioned control rods below the low power setpoint, which directed that
an out-of-sequence control rod be bypassed at the rod action control system.
While attempting to bypass the affected rod to insert it back to the
04 position, the control room supervisor and reactor engineer mistakenly
attempted to bypass the rod in the rod gang drive system, as opposed to the
rod action control system. This would have disabled the control rod command
signals, as opposed to allowing it to be repositioned. The shift
superintendent subsequently advised the control room supervisor as to the
correct method to bypass the rod, and the proper actions were taken to
reposition the rod. The control room supervisor and the reactor engineer were
not familiar with the manipulations necessary to bypass a control rod for
repositioning and Procedure REP-0051 was not specific as to the steps
necessary to bypass a control rod in the rod action control system.

2.1.2 Nuclear Equipment Operator Performance
|

The team accompanied equipment operatcrs during the performance of a portion
of the rounds and inspections identified in Procedure 0$P-0012. " Daily Log
Report." All areas were visited and eQulpment was checked as required by
Procedure OSP-0012. The equipment operators identified several minor hardware

3
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and housekeeping deficiencies which were subsequently brought to the
attention of the work management center, and corrective actions were
initiated. No items were identified by the operators that affected any system
operability or functioning. In general. the operators demonstrated improved
performance in the area of deficiency identification. They were thorough in
checking the equipment required by procedure and in following up on the
identifled deficiencies. One example was a leaking relief valve in the
control rod drive hydraulic system to the recirculation pump seal supply. The
operator not only noted the leaking relief valve in the logs, but brought it
to the shift superintendent's attention, and a condition report was C "iated.
Good radiation protection practices and ALARA principles were utiliW by the
operators when entering radiation areas, high radiation areas, and
contaminated areas.

2.2 Doerations Department Problem Identification and Resolution

2.2.1 Condition Reports

The team reviewed all, or portions of. ten condition reports related to
operations and the subsequent corrective actions. As in the previous review
performed and documented in the OSTI. the recommended corrective actions
included procedure changes. training and reviews of affected procedures and
Technical Specifications. The team concluded that the licensee reviews and
evaluations of the documented conditions. the planned corrective actions. and
the completed corrective actions were thorough. Several of the corrective
action plans were not completed and the condition reports were not closed.

Equipment operators, licensed operators (both supervisors and non-
supervisors) and other plant personnel ()ainters) encountered in the plant
were querled as to their knowledge and licelihood to utilize the corrective
action process and/or write condition reports. The painters were not familiar
with the details regarding how to complete condition report forms, but were
knowledgeable of the process. 6nd stated that they would not hesitate to
identify to their supervisor any condition that they believed was deficient.
The pairting foreman also stated that he would not have any concern bringing
potent 1r deficiencies to the attention of his management or to the control
room staif. and that they were encouraged to bring potentially deficient or
non-conforming conditions to the control room staff's attention. Without
exception. all of the operators and operations staff stated that they would
either write the condition report themselves or discuss the condition with
their supervisor, but again, all stated that if they felt a condition report
was warranted, they would not hesitate to write one.

,

The team's review of condition report initiation rate indicated that the
operations department generated fewer condition reports than most of the other
departments at the facility. Discussions with the operations manager
indicated that even though the operations department may identify an issue,
the condition report wat encouraged to be written by the organization
responsible for the condition report's corrective actions. The team became
concerned that an 1ssue may not get documented if the anticipated responsible
organization did not follow through on the condition report. The operations
manager stated that if another organization did not write the conditsun
report. his staff would. He also stated that he was not aware of any

4
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instances where another organization had resisted writing a condition report.
Likewise, no instances were identified by the team.

As part of the licensee's continuing effort to reduce personnel errors, all
available operations staff and selected staff from other departments were sent
to a comprehensive 2-day training course on human failure prevention and
investigation. A review of the trend for operations condition reports related
to human performance showed a relatively steady decline since the training was e

conducted in August 1994. The condition report rate decreased from L

0.25 condition reports /1000 manhours (at the beginning of the training in
August 1994) to 0.1 condition reports /1000 manhours as of October 30, 1994. :

Significant condition reports ("significant" being defined by the licensee) ;

decreased from approximately .10 condition reports /1000 manhours in
August 1994 to 0 by September 18 and remained at 0 through the start of the :

inspection on October 31. Based on the trended data, the training appears to !

have been effective in reducing human performance errors in the o)erations t

department. A similar review was not conducted by the team in otler ;

departments to determine what effect the training had on human performance ;

errors. j

Additionally, an operations observation program had been implemented to ;

provide required management and supervisory observations of various !

watchstations. Each manager / supervisor in the operations department was ;

required to perform one observation of an activity per week. document the .

observed performance, and discuss the observations with the individual j

observed Guidelines and stcndards were developed for evaluation purposes.
This pro ram provided a good process to ensure management and supervisory
personne were aware of activities being performed, as well as how they were ;

being performed. The program also provided a process for obtaining feedback :

on procedural adequacy performance deficiencies and strengths, and improving {
observational and communication skills.

2.3 Reactor Core isolation Coolino (RCIC) System Walkdown

The team performed a detailed walkdown of the RCIC system. The valve' lineup
Jin Attachment 1 to 50P-0035. " Reactor Core Isolation Cooling." Revision 11.

was compared to the Piping and Instrumentation Diagram. PID-27-6A. :
'Revision 26. to determine whether all valves pertaining to RCIC were captured

administratively by the system operating procedure. All valves on the P&ID |

were identifled in Attachment 1 to SOP-0035.

A field verification of the status of accessible components was performed by
the team to determine if the lineup was in accordance with the current status
documentation. Valves contained in Attachment 1 to 50P-0035, the equipment
listed in the electrical lineup of Attachment 3 to 50P-0035. and the switches
listed in the main control board lineup of Attachment 4 to SOP-0035 were
verified by the team to be in the appropriate positions. No discrepancies
were identified between the documented positions and actual aositions in the
field. One observation noted was that Valve 1E31-VF004E1. tie IE51*MOVF063
steam leakage isolation valve. located in the drywell, was listed on
Attachment 1 as *0 PEN" and documented as open. The same valve also appeared
on Attachment 1 in 50P-0033. "Drywell and Containment Leak Detection System."
Revision 8. as required to be closed and was also documented as closed.

.
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Discussions with the licensee regarding this ap)arent discrepancy concluded ,

that the valve pipe line had been disconnected )etween 1E31-Vr004E1 and '

1E51*MOVF063 as a modification. The line downstream of the valve emptied into
an open drain funnel. The valve piping was essentially open at both ends and i

performed no function. The two valve lineups had been performed at different
times and the valve had been repositioned to meet the requirements of the most
recent lineup. The licensee was considering having the valve removed since it ;

performed no function, and a procedure change was initiated to correct '' e l
'

procedure inconsistency.

The RCIC system was determined to be correctly lined up in accordance with
procedural and operational requirements. The documents utilized for system
status control were current and complete.

2.4 Plant Tours !

The team conducted tours of the facility to assess the general material
condition of the plant, the state of equipment preservation and facility
housekeeping and the ability of the licensee to identify and correct material
and housekeeping deficiencies.

Tours were conducted throughout the diesel generator building: the control
building. including the control room, the auxiliary building. the standby

'

service water structure: the fuel building; the containment building; and
outside areas, i

i

Several housekeeping deficiencies were identifM including clogged drains in
the area around the condensate storage tank. snel, amounts of loose material ;

that looked like insulation on top of cable trays, and loose material and '

equipment scattered around the fuel receiving area in the 95' elevation of the
fuel building. A maintenance work order (MWO) was written to address the

,

clogged drains, and personnel were dispatched to correct the other identified '

housekeeping items.

Several electrical junction boxes in the residual heat removal Rooms "A" and |
"B" and the low pressure core spray pump rooms were missing fasteners. :
Maintenance Work Ordars were written to have the fasteners replaced. A long ;
length of rubber hose was coiled and, along with an electrical box was stored i
on the lower level of the residual heat removal "B" pump room. No reason was
determined for the items to be stored in this area and they were removed.

Loose hardware (6 screws), was found lying on top of the screens covering the |
high voltage transformers in both of the recirculation pump low frequency

*motor generator relay cabinets. The screws were removed. A brief inspection<

of the cabinet did not determine that any screws were missing.

A ventilation duct in Staging Room RB 162 was covered with a rag and taped i

closed. Removing the tape and rag was added to one of the MW0s written to
correct the items.

Light bulbs were burned out in all of the emergency core cooling system pump
rooms, and the high pressure core spray pump room was especially dimly lit.

,

The bulbs were subsequently replaced. j
'
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During the walkdown of the reactor core isolation cooling system some minor
housekeeping and material condition deficiencies were identified. One small !

manual valve name label fell off as its identity was being verified. Another
small manual valve handwheel had no retaining nut. A container of oil and a
funnel were located in the room with no apparent work in progress. Several
electrical junction boxes mountM an the wall at the pump end of the room were
missing fasteners. Additionaliy. the labeling of the junction boxes consisted
of stenciled lettering on the front cover of the boxes. Typically,
identifications with an asterisk in the title were safety related, whereas
items utilizing hyphens, instead of asterisks, were not safety related.
Discussions with the licensee regarding the labeling of components determined
that the licensee did not consider the inconsistent use of asterisks or !

:hyphens to be mislabeling, but that such items would be corrected as part of !

the long-term performance improvement plan. A painting and re-labeling
program was underway at the facility and the goal for completion was
December 30. 1996. The other deficiencies were brought to the attention of
operations department management and corrective actions were initiated.

While the 1993 OSTI team toured the containment building they did not have
1the opportunity to tour the drywell located within the containment building ,

because of the operating status of the plant. During this inspection. the
plant's shutdown condition provided the opportunity to include a drywell tour :

as a part of the containment building tour. The team noted a definite ;

improvement in the material condition of the containment building; however,
the condition of the drywell was below the standards ob;erved in the rest of
the containment building. For example, the team observed many electrical
flexible conduits with damaged plastic jackets, a paging speaker that was
unsecured and hanging by its wiring, wiring which was not properly terminated. ,

significant amounts of dirt and debris (consisting of plastic tie wraps and .

tape), and evidence of rust.

Based upon the team's observations. the licensee developed a list of these -

1tems and wrote Condition Report 94-1435 to investigate the various loose i

conduits and cables identified by the team. Maintenance and cleanup .

activities were performed to correct the items identified by the team. The 6

team reviewed the actions taken and the resolution of the condition report. !

The licensee's actions were considered to be satisfactory and complete. !

Another minor material condition problem was identified during the observation
of surveillance testing in the control building. The team noted that
Cabinet ICES *PNL6A had a number of pieces of loose metal hardware (screws.
nuts. and wires) inside. The licensee issued Condition Report 94-1439 to :

document this problem. During later observations of additional surveillance
tests. the team noted that the control room cabinets contained a considerable
accumulation of dust and dirt.

The team discussed the licensee's " zone inspection" program with licensee !

management. This inspection program was directed by plant management and had ;

divided the plant into 52 zones. A zone was inspected in detail by inspection t

teams of from six to eight people of various disciplines. The )lan provided ,

for an inspection of a zone each week such that all zones had Jeen inspected ;

over a 52-week period. The zone inspection results list ensures that i

housekeeping and equipment material condition were maintained. !
c
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With a few exceptions, the entire facility had been through at least one cycle
of zone inspections and approximately half of the areas had been inspected for
the second time. The team noted that the exceptions included the residual '

heat removal and reactor core isolation cooling pump rooms. According to ,

internal licensee correspondence, these rooms had been scheduled for
inspection following the refueling outage. but the level of activity caused by
the two forced shutdowns following the refueling outage had caused the

':

Inspections to be postponed. Additionally, the team noted that the drywell
was not included in the zone inspection program. As a result of the number of
housekeeping concerns identified by the team in the drywell, the licensee
agreed to consider additional zone inspection activities in the drywell, but
stated that the level of inspection may be somewhat limited due to ALARA
considerations. Overall. the zone inspection program was viewed as a
strength, since few material and houseceeping deficiencies were identified by
the team in areas that had been inspected under the program.

2.5 Conclusions

Operations were well conducted and managed. Operations management was very
active and extensively involved in the day-to-day operation of the facility.
Control room operators supervisors, and nuclear equipment operators were
attentive to their stations, aware of their duties and responsibilities and '

effectively carried them.out. Facility procedures were found to be current.
The procedure verification and validation program, in conjunction with the
procedure upgrade program, should provide more accurate and usable procedures.
The operations department was active in identifying nonconforming conditions,
and either initiating condition reports, or ensuring that condition reports
were initiated. Deficiencies previously identified in condition reports were
found to be thoroughly evaluated with corrective actions either implemented. ;

in process, or planned. The material condition of the plant and general i

housekeeping was found to be significantly improved over that observed a year i
ago. with the exception of the drywell, which was not previously inspected. |
The team determined, based on a detailed system walkdown, that the reactor |
core isolation cooling system was properly aligned, and that the plant, status '

was consistent with procedure requirements.

3 MAINTENANCE (92902)

The team performed a review of the maintenance activities to determine the
status of the findings that were identified in the OST1. and to provide an
up-to-date assessment of the quality of maintenance activities, including
management involvement. in the day-to-day activities. '

3.1 Maintenance Activity Review

3.1.1 Identification and Correcting of Repetitive Problems

The team selected a sample of equipment problems for detailed analysis to
assess the licensee's ability to identify and correct these problems.

The team selected the reactor feedwater pumps for 'eview because of repetitive,

failures inat had occurred to these pumps throught.Jt the years. The team
requested condition reports and modification requests that involved problems

.
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or failures associated with the reactor feedwater pumps that had occurred
since January 1994. Discussions with the licensee's system engineers for i

these pumps indicated that numerous types of pump failures, such as seal 4

failures, bearing failures, and high vibration, have occurred.

The licensee established a task force to address these problems. This task
force consisted of nuclear engineering, systems engineering, operations.
maintenance. pump consultants, and the pump vendor. Extensive pump testing
was conducted. The root cause of the high vibration was determined to be
(1) the second stage vane-to-volute passing frequency. (2) tight tolerances
between the second stage impeller and inner casing, and (3) the effect of the .
vane-to-volute passing frequency on the natural frequency of the inboard
bearing housing which increased bearing vibration. Several modification

1

options were developed. Modification Request 93-0081 was initiated to !

increase the tolerances between the second stage impeller and inner casing,
and change the number of impeller vanes on the second stage impeller from
seven to nine. The licensee implemented these modifications during refueling '

outage RF5. The team was informed that implementation of these modifications !
resolved the high vibration and bearing failures. 1

f

During the recent forced outage the licensee implemented Maintenance Work ,

Order (MWO) R215366. which implemented a repair to reduce seal failures. ;

Feedwater Pump A was the only pump to receive this modification. The licensee !
informed the team that they wanted to be sure that this modification would
stop the seal failures before implementing this modification for Feedwater f

Pumps B and C. i

The team concluded that the licensee has done an excellent job in identifying *

and correcting the cause of the repetitive problems with the reactor feedwater ;

pumps.

3.1.2 Observation of Maintenance Activities

The team observed maintenance work activities on Reactor Feedwater Pumps A and
B, and also witnessed in-process installation of piping and pipe supports for .

'the new instrument air system.
t

3.1.2.1 Reactor Feedwater Pump A

The team observed Stone and Webster maintenance technici6ns install 3/4-inch
to 1-inch stainless steel piping from the seal cooler to the outboard aump

seal. As stated in Section 3.1.1 these reactor feedwater pumps have lad r

repetitive seal failures. This installation, initiated as the result of

Condition Report 93-0393. raised the seal coolers between IP inches to
24 inches above the pump shaft and modified the tubing to allow natural
thermal circulation to maintain acceptable seal temperature after the pump was i

shut down. The installation was performed in accordance with MWO R215366.
This installation was not considered to be a modification because the change

|was an option included in the vendor's technical manual.
i

The team reviewed MWO R215366 for completeness and clarity. The team verified
that appropriate work instructions. permits. clearances and details were
included in the MWO. The team verified that the installation and general

9 i
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configuration of the seal cooler were as required by the MWO. Structural
steel members that supported the seal cooler were fabricated and installed
according to the details in the MWD. Welds appeared adequate and sized ;
appropriately as indicated by the details. Structural materials and welding ;

materials were verified correct. No deficiencies were noted. ;

i

During this observation, the team noted a maintenance technician standing on |
the reactor feedwater pump lube oil line, which was less than 21/2 inches in '

diameter. The team informed the maintenance foreman of the observation and :

this foremar, immediately corrected the problem. The licensee initiated
Condition Report 94-1429 to document the incident. Maintenance technicians
were briefed on restrictions regarding standing on piping that is less than i
2 1/2 inches in diameter. The licensee had stressed this requirement to all |
maintenance personnel in Memorandum GCS-0874. dated November 5. 1993. The :

'

licensee had r,1nce emphasized to all employees not to stand on small p1 Sing.
cable trays. and conduit in the River Bend general employee training. Based
upon this information and the fact that no additional observations of this ;

practice were identified. the team considered this to be an isolated instance. .

3.1.2.2 Reactor Feedwater Pump B

The team observed an instrumentation and control technician install vibration !
and temperature probes in Reactor Feedwater Pump B. Work observed by the team- {
was performed according to instructions included in MWO R215704. The work

,

instructions were adequate; however, the team noted that Steps 4 and 5 of the r

work instructions were not signed, although the steps had been completed. The
licensee had identified a similar problem in their quality assurance audit

,

report dated July 14. 1994. The licensee was currently addressing this type
of 1ssue. |

3.1.2.3 Instrument Air System (IAS)/ Service Air System (SAS) |
The team observed maintenance work activities ongoing in the turbine building.
Modification Request 93-0005 was being implemented to install piping and pipe
supports for the new IAS and SAS. The team reviewed MW0s C300510 and C300309
for completeness. clarity, and adequate work instructions. Review of these |
MW0s indicated the following: i

Instructions were clear;.

Appropriate drawings were included:.

Wk permits were signed by appropriate personnel (i.e. , hot work permit).

before start of work:

Steps were signed when work was completed as required by procedure: and.

Current work procedures were included in the MWO..

The team used installation drawings to verify general location and orientation
of portions of piping and pipe supports of the IAS and SAS. The team did not i

identify any deficiencies during this review

10
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3.2 Corrective Maintenance

3.2.1 Corrective Maintenance Backlog

The team discussed the status of the MWO backlog with site maintenance ;

personnel. The maintenance de)artment maintained a daily status of*

outstanding MW0s. Review of tie MWO daily status sheets indicated that the
MW0s were characterized by Priority 1. 2. 3. 4. outage related, and other.
Total open MW0s on November 2. 1994. were 2.082. The team requested the MWO
backlog status records for December 1. 1993. Comparison of the MWO backlogs !

indicated that while this backlog was still high, it was decreasing in both !

number and age of the MW0s. The team considered this decrease to be
commendable. considering that the threshold for identifying problems had been ,

lowered and as a consequence. the licensee was generating more MW0s. |

3.3 Preventive Maintenance

3.3.1 Preventive Maintenance Backlog :

The team requested the preventive maintenance (PM) backlog for the period of
January. 1994 to present. Discussions with licensee representatives indicated
that the PM backlog consisted of PMs that were both due and past due. There
were approximately 822 PM tasks backlogged as of November 7.1994. There was |
no data base available to enable the team to compare the past and present |

PM backlogs because such backlog tracking was not accomplished in the past.
The team was infcrmed by the licensee that PM backlog tracking was begun as of
September, 1994.

Review of the trending chart of overdue PM tasks, developed since September
1994, indicated that the overdue PM tasks were trending down. This decrease
was attributed to the hiring of additional maintenance technicians and the
implementation of a 12-week "look ahead" schedule which improved coordination
of work activities.

.

The team determined that even though a number of PM tasks were still overdue.
improvement in this area had occurred.

3.3.2 Preventive Maintenance Activities
1

The team observed the PM activities on the following equipment: I

,

Vapor extraction fan (ITML-VX1) bearings, and |' .
'Main lube oil sump (1WOS-TK1)..

These PM Pasks were performed weekly.

Before work began maintenance techmcians were required by procedure to ,

verify correct component identification. The maintenance technician could not I

positively verify these components because no identification tags were
attached to either of the components. The technicians stopped work until
positive component identification was made.

11
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As discussed in Section 2.4. the licensee had identified other labeling
deficiencies that will be corrected as a part of the long-term performance !

improvement program. |

!3.3.3 Preventive Maintenance Verification

|The team randomly selected PM Task ME01556.01 for the reactor core isolation
'

cooling (RCIC) system pumps. and PM Task 2736 for the reactor feedwater pumps '

for review. The tasks were selected to determine if the licensee was
performing the PM tas: * as required.

Review of PM Task ME01556.01 for the RCIC pump indicated that the PM task was :
performed annually. The previous PM was performed on December 17, 1993, as !
required. The team also verified that PM Task ME01549.07 for the RCIC steam i
turbine was performed as required. No deficiencies were noted. ;

Upon review of PM Task 2736 for Reactor Feedwater Pump 1FWS-PIA. it was noted
that this PM task had been deleted. A note on the task indicated that :

PM tasks were now being performed under ME03195 (monthly) and ME03065 :

(weekly) . A comparison of PM Task 2736 with that of the new PM Tasks ME03195
and ME03065 indicated that lubrication of the pump coupling was not included !
as a PM task to be performed. Further review and discussions with the '

licensee indicated that the requirement to lubricate the pump coupling had
been inadvertently omitted when the task change was made. A task change dated
August 24. 1990. deleted the requirements for an alignment check because
vibration was monitored regularly: however, the alignment check and the |
lubrication of the coupling were together. Therefore, when the alignment was !

deleted, so was the requirement to lubricate the pump coupling. The licensee
initiated a change to add the lubrication of the pump coupling in the new PM
tasks.

3. 3.4 Preventive Maintenance Action Plan

The licensee had developed a PM Action Plan that included an optimization
program and required system engineering review and approval of all PM tasks.

The optimization program was developed to optimize the number of PM tasks
per. formed. This program reviewed all PMs and determined which PM tasks could
be deleted or which PM tasks should be added. The team was informed that the
deletion of any PM tasks would be justified. At the time of this inspection,
the program completion status was 100 percent for the instrutiientation and ;

controls area. 80 percent for the electrical area. and 10 percent for the
mechanical area. i

3.4 Post-Maintenance Testing

'T

Post-maintenance testing was identified as a problem area in the OSTI.
As a result. the licensee committed to review the post-maintenance testing
program. This review included revising procedures and implementing Institute
of itJclear Power Operations good practices.

Ongoing maintenance work activities were reviewed to verify that adequate
post-maintenance testing was being performed. It was noted that post-
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maintenance test requirements were specified in the maintenance work orders.
Review of the reactor feedwater pump work orders indicated that either
functional testing or surveillance testing requirements were specified. !

|
Procedure ADM-0080. " Post-Maintenance Testing Program," Revision 0, provided i
instructions to ensure post-maintenance testing was properly im)lemented. <

Attached to this procedure was an operability testing form whic1 identifies i

and tracks the start and completion of operability testing prior to returning
the system or component to service. The licensee also developed a
comprehensive manual and database that 3rovided users with a list (matrix) of
recommended tests. inspections, or checcs that may be performed following
maintenance activities to accomplish the needed post-maintenance testing.

It appeared that the licensee had established sufficient provisions to ensure
that adequate post-maintenance testing would be conducted when required.

,

3.5 Eauioment Trendina

The licensee had no program that specifically trended the performance of
equipment. The performance of equipment was trended by extracting information
from a condition reporting system trending analysis program and a system
reliability program.

3.5.1 Condition Report Trending

One of the methods used by the licensee to trend equipment problems was i

through the use of condition reports. Condition reports were trended through
the licensee's condition reporting system trending analysis program that was
implemented by Procedure RBNP-052. " River Bend Station Trending Program." >

Revision 5. The performance assessment and trending group prepared a
quarterly report which provided a trend through the use of causal factors,
keywords, and systems. The trending methods used were based on the Institute
of Nuclear Power Operations Good Practice OE-907. " Root Cause Analysis."

,

Discussions with licensee personnel indicated that the performance assessment ;

and trending group performed the trending of both condition reports and -

licensee event reports. A quarterly report was sent to managers of various j

departments. The team reviewed the third quarter 1994 trend report, dated
October 26. 1994. The team noted that this report provided useful information
which included the identification of conditions adverse to quality. The
report also indicated an increase in the number of condition reports written. .

The licensee believed that this increase was due to increased sensitivity of
site personnel toward identifying problems.

3.5.2 System Reliability Program
'

The team also reviewed the system reliability program (SRP). This program
'

had been in use since January 1990 and was used to determine system
availability and reliability trends. The SRP reviewed system operating and
mainterance histories such as control room logs, limiting conditions for
operation. condition reports. maintenance work orders, and clearances. This
information was used to calculate availability and reliability for a system's
critical components.

13
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Discussions with licensee representatives indicated that the goals of the
program were (1) To evaluate plant system / performance. (2) To recommend
changes to the PM program to increase safety / performance and (3) to decrease
cost. The licensee was revising this program to implement the NRC's
10 CFR 50.65 maintenance rule. '

.

The team reviewed the SRP's system availability report for the second quarter i
of 1994, dated July 20. 1994. This report contained trending curves for
approximately 16 systems. A brief summary of recent events, i .e. , maintenance
and failures. involving the system were included. This report provided a
comprehensive and detailed collection of data which, it appeared would be
beneficial to licensee management for deciding what actions needed to be
taken. .

3.6 Conclusions

There was evidence that the implementation of the maintenance program had
improved. The addition of maintenance technicians development of the system '

reliability program and preventive maintenance action plan, and addition of
the 12-week work activity "look ahead" schedule had improved coordination of
work activities. The team noted increased management support and involvement. )

While the number of overdue preventive maintenance tasks were noted to be
high. this number was decreasing, and only a few of these tasks involved
safety-related equipment. The PM optimization plan, which was intended to
consolidate PM activities and provide a focused approach to performing these
activities, appeared to be an effective program. The use of system
engineering to provide review and concurrence of procedures modified by this
plan was considered to be a strength. )

!

The team concluded that the combined use of the system reliability program and
the condition report trending program were effective in identifying repetitive
equipment failures and providing a measure of system performance.

4 SURVEILLANCE (92902)

4.1 Procedure Uparade Procram

The licensee had established a procedure upgrade program to address the
generic corrective actions for the problems identified in the area of

]surveillance testing during the OSTI. The procedure u
a part of the long-teim performance improvement plan. pgrade program was alsoThe procedure upgrade
program was formally implemented on August 2. 1994, and was in its initial
stages of implementation. The program required that procedures undergo an
initial verification and validation process. Verification and validation was ,

the process of checking that Technical Specifications, commitments, proper i

components, and task analyses requirements were contained in the procedures.
The total population of surveillance test procedures had been reviewed and
262 procedures were identified as needing the upgrade process on a priority |

basis by the end of this year. These 262 procedures were mostly instrument |

and control surveillance procedures. Verification and validation of ;

mechanical and electrical surveillance procedures was begun during this
;
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inspection period. Operations surveillance procedures had already been
verified and validated.

Part of the procedure upgrade program was to incorporate the requirementc and
standardized format specified in a procedure writers guide. To date, no
procedures have been completely through the upgrade program. The program was
expected to be completed by the end of 1996.

The procedure revision process had been reviewed by a licensee quality action
team. The licensee revised its Program Procedure RBNP-001. " Control and Use
of RBS Procedures." as Revision 10. The new program requirements are to use a
procedure action request to request changes to procedures, rather than comment
control forms. The program was very new (only one month old) and its '

implementation and effectiveness could not be fully evaluated.

Another long-term performance improvement program and OSTI report item ,

involved the inservice testing program. The licensee had expended r

considerable effort in this area to upgrade the inservice testing program.
For example, when a design basis document was written for each valve in the
program, the licensee determined that certain check valves addressed in
NRC Generic Letter 89-04 were not tested properly. In addition some relief
requests were necessary for other valves. A self-assessment of the inservice
testing program was underway as part of the long-term performance improvement
plan.

'

As part of the review of surveillance activities. Quality Assurance
Audit 94-02-ISTPG/TS. " Surveillance Test Programs." performed from February 28
through March 18. 1994, was reviewed. The audit determined that technicians
were making a conscientious effort to improve performance of surveillance test
procedures, eliminate mistakes. and correct procedures.

4.2 Testina Review and Observations

During this inspection, the team determined that only certain instrument and
control procedures had been through the first stage of the ]rocedure revision
program. To determine the effectiveness of this program, tie team '

concentrated their observations on these instrument and control surveillance
test procedures. These observations verified that personnel adhered to
procedures and that the procedure change process was effective.

As stated previously, the team found the procedure revision process to be only
about a month old. This means that the process could not be fully assessed.
This new process appears to be effective and should correct previous procedure
adequacy problems.

The following surveillance tests, which had been verified and validated prior
to use, were reviewed and/or observed:

STP-057-3705. " Primary Containment Airlocks Seal Leakage Rate Test.".

Revision 8. performed on November 3. 1994:

15
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STP-209-4211. " Reactor Coolant System-Interface Valve Leakage Pressure.

Monitor. Monthly CHFUNCT. 18 Month CHCAL (E51-N052. E51-N652. E51-654
E51-R604)." Revision 7. performed on November 4. 1994:

STP-207-4542. " Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System Isolation. RCIC.

Equipment Room Differential Temperature High Channel Functional Test
(1E31*N603A)." Revision 0, performed on November 5.1994:

STP-207-4543. " Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System Isolation. RCIC.

Equipment Room Differential Temperature High Channel Functional Test
(1E31*N603B)." Revision 0. performed on November 5. 1994:

STP-207-5555. "RCIC/RHR System Isolation. RHR Equipment Area Ambient.

Temperature Channel Functional Test (1E31*N608B)." Revision 0. performed
November 5. 1994- 1

|

STP-508-4544. "RPS/EOC-RPT Turbine First Stage Pressure Monthly.

CHFUNCT. (C71-N6520)." Revision 4:

STP-508-4542. "RPS/E0C-RPT Turbine First Stage Pressure Monthly.

CHFUNCT. (C71-N6528)." Revision 5: and.

STP-208-4207. " Containment System /MSIV Positive Leakage.

Control-Reactor-Steam Line-Differential Pressure Monthly CHFUNT: 18
Month CHCAL (E33-N002: E33-N005: E33-K603: E33-N602: E33-N603: E33-N609:
E33-N610 E33-N610: E33-R603). " Revision 7.

As the result of these reviews and observations the following issues were
identi fied:

a. The team noted that there were four written procedures (STP-508-4541
through 4544) one for each channel of the anticipated transient without
scram recirculation pump trip. Since these surveillances were performed
on identical channels it was expected that each procedure would be the
same, except for channel identification. However, the team identified

that (1) Step 5.2 of the precautions and limitations section read
differently. In that Instrument C71-N652A (reset) was not found in one
of the four procedures (STP-508-4544): (2) Step 6.8 of the prerequisites
section. " Establish Communications Between the Technicians Performing
the Test." was found only in one of the four procedures (STP-508-4541):
(3) Step 7.1.25 of the procedure section. " Verification that Annunciator
H13-P68006A-C07 was not Alarmed." was not found in one of the four
procedures (STP-508-4543); and (4) Step 7.2.12 of the procedure section
was identified as a restoration step with independent verification in
only one of the four procedures (STP-508-4541).

The licensee acknowledged the team's comments and stated that they had
plans for a computer program. " Automating Procedure Maintenance." v
sometimes referred to as "VE PR0t15." that would automatically compare
procedures of different trains and divisions. This computer program was
planned to be in place within the next 30 days.
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b. The team noted that during a procedure review, the licensee identified
that nine sections of Procedure STP-208-4207 needed to be revised.
Theses revisions were required because needed changes that were
identified during the procedure-verification and validation process were !
not incorporated into the current edition of the procedure. As the J

result of this finding. the licensee issued Condition Report 94-1476 to
document the problem and initiate appropriate corrective actions. The !

!team considered this to be an isolated anomaly in the procedure revision
process. ,

4.3 Main Steam Isolation Valve Testina

The team reviewed procedures to ensure adequate testing of the main steam '

isolation valves. These valves perform a containment isolation function and
their failure can contribute to an increase in predicted off-site doses. The '

team reviewed the main steam leakage control system, the main steam system. I

the main steam isolation valve drain lines to the condenser, and required .

supporting systems (electrical power supplies, instrumentation and control,
and instrument air). The following procedures performed during 1994 were part
of the review:

STP-208-3600. " Main Steam Isolation Valve and Penetration Leakage.

Control System Leakage Rate Test." Revision 6:

STP-208-3601 (3602.3603. 3604). " Inboard and Outboard Main Steam.

Isolation Valves and Outboard Drain Valve 'A' ('B'.'C'.'D')."
Revision 1:

STP-208-3605. " Leak Rate Testing of Main Steam System Valves Sealed by.

MS-PLCS." Revision 1:

50P-0034. "MSIV Sealing System (Positive Leakage Control," Revision 6:.

STP-109-6301 " Main Steam Valve Operability." Revision 5: and.

A0P-0008. " Loss of Instrument Air " Revision 7..

1

The procedures were found to adequately test the leakage of the main steam
isolation valves. However, the team questioned the categorization of the
instrument air system check valves that isolated the main steam isolation
valve air accumulator from the instrument air header. The check valves
(1821*VF024A-D) were classified as Category C valves in the River Bend Station !
inservice test plan for System 109. as revised on October 28, 1994. A !
Category C valve requires verification of open and closed positions only. A

.!Category A valve requires a test for seat leakage, limited to a specific
maximum amount to ensai 9 'ulfillment of its safety function. General Electric
Service Information Letter No. 477 recommended performance of a leakage !

test of the actuator and accumulator for leak tightness during each '

refueling outage. In response to this service information letter. :

Calculation G13.18.2.0 *30-1. " Minimum Pressure Required in MSIV
Accumulator Tanks.". Revision 0. was performed. The calculation

,

demonstrated th3t the main steam 1 solation valve air accumulator must be at a
minimum initial pressure of 48.46 psig to at least balance the peak drywell

:
17
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pressure that would occur following a recirculation line break in the drywell.
In lieu of the pressure test, the inservice testing program relied on a
pressure indicator in the control room to alarm if air header 3ressure fell '

below 50 psig.
isolation valves.perator response to-this alarm was to close t1e main steam

O
However. since the pressure indicator was on the discharge i

piping from the compressors. it did not measure the accumulator pressure ,

directly and no documentation correlated the pump discharge pressure to that
at the accumulator. Therefore, any accumulator pressure changes may not be
monitored by this arrangement.

The NRC issued the following Information Notices in the past to address
similar oncerns: 85-84. " Inadequate Inservice Testing of Main Steam ;

-

Isolation !alves." dated October 30, 1985: 92-67. " Deficiency in Design !

Modifications To Address Failures of Hiller Actuators Upon a Gradual Loss of
Air Pressure." daled September 10. 1992: and 94-44 " Main Steam Isolation
Valve Failure to Close on Demand Because of Inadequate Maintenance and
Testing." dated June 16. 1994.

The licensee stated that they will be reevaluating the category for these
check valves. In addition, the licensee stated that they will conduct a leak
rate test on the main steam isolation valve air operating system even if they
determine that their categorization of the check valves was correct. This
matter is unresolved, pending a determination by NRC as to whether these
valves are required to be Category A valves (Unresolved Item 458/9417-01).

The licensee *s corrective action taken as a result of this concern is further
discussed in Section 6.2 of this report.

4.4 Conclusions

The adequacy of procedures has improved and the program established to assure
adequacy of procedures in the future appears to be effective. Full
implementation of the procedurds upgrade program could not be fully assessed
because of the short implementation time of the program. One unresolved
item (458/9417-01) regarding the categorization of the main steam isolation
valve air accumulator check valves was identified.

5 ENGINEERING (92903)

5.1 Modification Activity Review

The team reviewed the status of permanant modifications that were installed in
the plant. As of November 2.1994, the total modification request backlog

,

was 230. The team reviewed the licensee's engineering evaluations performed
on these modification reques packages. The team learned that 183
modification requests were categorized as "betterments" and 47 modification :

requests were "non-betterments." A modification request was considered to be
a betterment if it did not represent a degraded plant condition: that is, a
betterment was analogous to an enhancement. A non-betterment was considered
to represent a degraded plant condition for which a plant modification was
required to correct the condition. The team's inquiry into the 47 non-
betterment modification requests revealed 23 situations where a more detailed
cperability determination was performed. The 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluations

18
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performed on the 23 non-betterment modification requests did not reveal an
'

immediate safety or operability concern; however, a condition report was
written to address each of the 23 modification requests. These engineering
evaluations were performed during October / November 1993. The team concluded
that the licensee ensured that none of the backlogged modification requests
represented a safety concern.

.

The team reviewed the status of temporary modifications that were installed in
the plant. The license documented plant temporary modifications on a prompt
modification request (PMR). The PMR status report of November 4. 1994,
identified five Quality Class 1 safety related PMRs that were currently
installed in the plant. The open PMRs were Numbers 89-0025. 89-0026, 94-0008,
94-0014 and 94-0015. PMR 94-0008 was inaccessible for ins)ection: however,
the team did verify the status of the remaining four PMRs )y performing a
field walkdown. The team found all the temporary modifications described on
the PMRs to have been properly dispositioned. -

The team inquired as to why PMRs 89-0025 and 89-90026 were not cancelled.
These two PMRs were associated with supplying power to the reactor protection
system. Prompt Modification Request 89-0025 was issued to reroute 120VDC '

Power Feeding Panel ISM *PNL01B from the failed Power Line Conditioner
1SCM*XRC14B1 to Power Line Conditioner 1RPS*XRC10Bl. Prompt Modification
Request 89-0026 was issued to re-install the reactor protection system
alternate power supply Power Line Conditioner 1RPS*XRC10Bl. Procedure ENG-3-
006. " Design and Modification Request Control Plan." required that if a PMR !
cannot be canceled by the date indicated on the PMR request a memorandum ;

explaining the need for an extension and the new cancellation date wa- !

required. Three extensions were prepared in accordance with
Procedure ENG-3-006. Installation, to restore the power line conditioners to i

their original configuration, was deferred on both PMRs until refueling outage !

RF7 due to their impact on the refueling outage RF5 schedule. Design l

Engineering provided justification that the deferral would not adversely
impact the safe operation of the reactor protection system.

5.2 System Enaineerina

The team had frequent discussions with system engineering personnel regarding
their duties and responsibilities. The purpose of these discussions was to
evaluate the effectiveness of the system engineering program regarding
training, problem identification and resolution, and communication with
operations. maintenance and other engineering groups. As a result of these
discussions. the team noted improvements in the system engineering
organization. Management expectations regarding the performance of the system
engineers were appropriate, clearly defined, and documented. System engineers
were no longer hesitant about initiating condition reports, as was identified
during the OSTI. due to workload considerations. System engineers were
identifying approximately one-third of the condition reports issued against
their assigned systems. The system engineers demonstrated their active
involvement in monitoring the performance of their assigned systems and
communicated effectively with operations maintenance, and design engineering
departments

.
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The results of these discussions also revealed some problems in the system
engineering program. Not all of the system engineers were familiar with the i

design basis analysis, some system engineers had not had their supervisor i

accompany them during their system walkdowns, and not all the system
engineering notebooks were being properly maintained. The consensus among the
system engineers was that their workload was excessive. Their opinion was
that this excessive workload reduced their effectiveness in meeting management
expectations regarding their ownership and accountability for the performance
of their systems. The team concluded that the system engineering organization
had not achieved the proactive posture expected by management, due to the
large reactive workload that still existed.

5.3 Conclusions

The licensee had made good progress in reducing their modification backlog.
The number of plant temporary modifications affecting safety related systems |
was small and all of these were properly dispositioned. While some minor <

issues were identified in the system engineering area, the overall program was
greatly improved from that identified during the OSTI.

6 CORRECTIVE ACTION PROGRAM (92904)

The licensee utilized the condition report program as the vehicle to implement i
their corrective action program. As a result, the inspection of this area
involved a review of the condition report program. This review included the 4

initiation, classification, root cause determination, trending, and !
implementation of corrective action as implemented through this program. The
inspection also included a followup of issues identified by the team.
including issued condition reports and corrective actions.

6.1 Corrective Action Proarams

Procedure RBNP-030. " Initiation and Processing of Reports." Revision 5.
details the guidelines for identification, classification, reporting, and
correction of conditions that could adversely affect the safe, reliable, and
efficient operation of the plant. The licensee had 14 other problem reporting
systems. These reporting systems included: maintenance work order requests:
out-of-tolerance notification: radiological deficiency report; modification
request: engineering evaluation and assistance request: vendor information
request: radiological environmental monitoring program, sampling / analysis,
deviation record; meteorological measurement nonconformance form; discrepancy
report: chemical area inspection form: spill report record form: security
incidents; fuel movement discrepancy form; and document change notice. Each
of these programs was proceduralized. The licensee planned to audit each

.

program to ensure that the threshold for writing a report was specified. !

A report was initiated to identify a potential condition adverse to quality.
A list of examples was provided in RBNP-030. In summary. a report was used to
describe failures. malfunctions, deficiencies. deviations. defects, and

nonconformances of plant systems, structures, and components. It also
encompassed documentation errors, power plant transients, adverse trends,
security iniractions, human factor errors. test or procedure errors. and
abnormal occurrences or other error-induced events. Each report was reviewed
by a review group to determine if a report was significant. The following
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criteria were used to determine significant reports: reports that result in
10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73 reports; reports that involve administrative,
procedural, or operational errors that demonstrate a fundamental
misunderstanding of or noncompliance with operations, regulatory. nuclear
safety. or quality assurance recuirements; reports documenting unplanned
events; reports documenting concitions that have an adverse trend; reports
documenting industrial safety accidents that involve lost time; and reports
considered significant by licensee management for other reasons. The review
group may administratively close the report or assign the report to a
director / manager. Administrative closure usually results from relating a
current report with a previously written report.

If a report was classified as significant. then a formal root cause analysis
was performed and a corrective action plan was developed. A Corrective Action
Review Board reviews the root cause analysis and corrective action plan for
significant reports prior to implementation to ensure effectiveness of the
corrective actions. If a report was not classified as significant, then the
responsible manager determined the cause of the condition and necessary
corrective actions. Reports remained open until all of the corrective actions
were implemented.

6.2 Corrective Action Procram ImDlementation
,

,

As of October 1994. approximately 1450 reports had been written since
,

January 1994 The team reviewed the trend of report initiation by department :

and determined that all work groups were writing reports. Discussions with
each department determined that no groups were hesitant to write reports.
Additionally, a work team was formed to assess corrective actions needed to
ensure that reports were written to document plant events.

The fraction of reports determined to be significant and, therefore. requiring
Corrective Action Review Board review, showed a declining trend. In October
1993, approximately 22 percent of the reports written required Corrective ,

Action Review Board review. In October 1994. only 7 percent of the reports
required Corrective Action Review Board review. A trend report of the action !

items associated with significant reports indicated that the number of active
action items has remained steady at approximately 120. Approximately 600
action items were issued since October 1993. The team found the action item
closure rate trend acceptable and indicative of strong management involvement

,

to ensure problems were solved. '

The team eviewed approximately 50 reports. The reports were generally well '

written and documented conditions within the scope of the corrective action :
program. The root cause analyses performed in su) port of significant resorts '

were thcrough. An employee survey conducted by tie licensee to assess tie
understanding and concerns with the corrective action program did highlight
the root cause analysis process as an area that required more training. !,

Approximately 300 licensee personnel had been trarned in root cause analysis
since 1988. Problem identification and root cause evaluation was identified !

in the long-term performance improvement program. All actions were scheduled
for completion by the end of 1996.

!!

P
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As discussed in Section 3.5.1 of this report, trending of issues identified by
Condition Reports was implemented by Procedure RBNP-052. An analysis of this
program, conducted by a problem analysis and trending project team. which was
formed by the licensee to review the adequacy of the long-term performance
improvement program. identified that non-significant condition reports were
not capturing trends before problem areas developed. This problem had
apparently been resolved as the team noted one recent significant condition
report that was initiated because of an adverse trend of a specific condition ,

identified by a number of non-significant condition reports. This report
documented continuing problems with the containment airlock. In addition, the i

trending program was being used to see if trends in procedure adherence and i

procedure adequacy were decreasing. Overall. the trending program was seen as '

a strength, with some improvement needed in trending equipment problems that j
could occur in several systems.

The quality assurance audit 3rogram, which was a part of the corrective action
program, was determined by t7e team to be effective. In addition to the audit
of the surveillance test program (Audit 94-02-ISTPG/TS. discussed in :

Section 4.1). Audit 94-08-I-PRODOC. RBS records management program, conducted ,

from August 19, through September 9. 1994 was reviewed. Fourteen reports ,

were written as a result of this audit. Quality reports were written only for
identified concerns. All major and minor findings were documented in reports.

The following nuclear safety assessment group reports were reviewed:
Operating Experience Report (OER) 93-001. " Scram 93-01." dated 12/22/93:
OER 9-002. " Scram 93-02." dated April 22, 1994: DER 94-001. " Grid Transient
Event of April 6, 1994." issued September 7, 1994: SA 94-001. " Shutdown Safety
Assessment of Refueling Outage 5 at RBS.." issued March 29. 1994: SA 94-002.
" Post Refueling Outage Startup Comparison for RBS." issued June 23. 1994: ;

SA 94-03. " Post RF-5 Shutdown Safety Assessment For Use in the Outage
-

Critique." issued August 2. 1994: and Routine Plant Assessment RPA-94-001. .

" Assessment of the Control of Switchyard Access." issued April 18, 1994. The ;
nuclear safety assessment group reports were detailed, thorough, and presented
good recommendations.

;

6.3 Conclusions ]
The corrective action program had significantly improved during the past year.
The initiation of reports. the root cause analyses, and the corrective actions
taken have been effective in identifying and correcting problems. Management
support of the corrective action process was strong and plant personnel viewed
it as being effective. Further areas of improvement identified by the team

,!had already been documented by the licensee. Completion of the long-term
performance improvement program should ensure continued improvement of the
corrective action program.

7 MANAGEMENT OVERSIGHT (92904)

7.1 Management Meetinos

During the course of this inspection. the team attended a number of licensee
meetings to ascertain the extent of management involvement in the plant's
activities. The team attended the following meetings:

.
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Morning work planning meetings:*

Review group meetings: i*

Plant staff meetings: |e

Change Review Board subcommittee meeting:.
iDesign engineering staff meeting:.

Facility review committee meeting; ande
Corrective Action Review Board meeting.a

7.1.1 Review Group Meeting

The licensee conducted daily review group meetings to review all the reports
that were issued during the past 24 hours. The purpose of this meeting was to
class'T and disposition reports. Significant reports were assigned to the
Corrective Action Review Board. The review group meeting was usually attended
by senior management personnel. Participation in this meeting was
comprehensive and. in general, resulted in appropriate disposition of report
issues. During one out of the six review group meetings the team attended. '

senior management personnel were not in attendance. The team noted that
during this particular meeting. there was a lack of a questioning attitude by
the attendees. i

7.1.2 Change Review Board Subcommittee Meeting

The team attended a Change Review Board subcommittee meeting conducted on 1

November 2. 1994. The purpose of attending the meeting was to become familiar |

with how these meetings were conducted. type of subjects discussed, and how :

technical issues were addressed. The meeting was managed by a chairman in j
accordance with the meeting agenda that consisted of the following: open i

action items, capital blanket purchases, forced outage impact items, minor i(modification requests, master issue list initial review, and a general
discussion (1994 Budget). ;

:

Each open action item was discussed for status, current ownership and scope. :
'

if necessary. Initial master issue list reviews underwent aggressive
technical discussion, with the cognizant system engineer providing
justification to support the master issue list request. The Change Review -

Board performed a detailed review of the initial master issue list in :
accordance with an initial project review form. This form listed numerous |
questions on subjects that included project criteria, adequate project
definition / scope, available resources, required programs for ,

design / implementation. schedule considerations, and other conditions. Any
,

action items arising from these discussions were documented on the master j
issue list.

The team concluded that the Change Review Board meeting was conducted in a I
professional manner, included appropriate dialogue between technical
disciplines to assure that changes were justified, and that related systems

'were not affected by these changes.
'

7.1.3 Design Engineering Staff Meeting
,

The team attended the design engineering staff meeting held on November 3.
1994 These meetings were held daily. Management informed the engineering ,
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staff of current plant problems, procedures, reports issued. budget plans, and
provided feedback regarding NRC activities. During this meeting, management j
also provided the engineering staff with the opportunity to raise any ;

questions for management-attention. The team found the meeting to be well ;

conducted and informative.

7.1.4 Facility Review Committee

Facility review committee meetings were required by Technical
Specification 6.5.1 to be conducted on at least a monthly basis. The
team noted that these meetings were usually conducted more frequently.

The team attended the Facility Review Committee that was conducted on
November 3. 1994. The team noted that the committee's composition and quorum
were in accordance with Technical Specification requirements. The team also e

noted that while the members of this committee are generally not senior !

management Jersonnel (only one senior manager was in attendance at this '

meeting).-t7e meeting was comprehensive and appeared to fully address all
1ssues. |

7.1.5 Corrective Action Review Board I

The licensee conducted weekly Corrective Action Review Board meetings. ;

Reports assigned to this board were reviewed to assure that a comprehensive !

root cause analysis was being perfor w d and that the corrective _ action plan
was appropriate. This meeting was usually attended by senior management
personnel.

:

The team attended the Corrective Action Review Board meeting that was :

conducted on November 8. 1994. The team noted the presence of senior -

management personnel at this meeting. A number of significant condition |reports were reviewed. These reviews were noted by the team to be both '
.

detailed and comprehensive, with all members of the board becoming involved in :
the assessment discussions. The team considered the disposition of the !

reviewed condition Reports to be appropriate. |

7.2 Performance 1morovement Plans

The licensee had established two performance improvement plans. the near term j
performance improvement plan and the long-term Jerformance improvement plan.
The near term performance improvement plan had 3een completed. The licensee
had the long term performance improvement plan in progress

The licensee conductGd monthly status meetings to determine the progress on
the long-term performance improvement plan. The team attended the status
meeting that was conducted on November 4. 1994. Based upon the results of
this meeting, it was determined that the licensee was ahead of their schedule
for completion. in that out of 573 items to be completed. 279 had been
completed to date. which was 21 ahead of schedule. The team also noted.
however that these items were not weighted. i.e. all items were cnnsidered
to be equal. even though some items required a greater effort to complete
The licensee was aware of this discrepancy and informed the team that they
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were developing a weighted item list that will more accurately demonstrate the :

plan's status of completion.
,

The team also noted that the long-term performance improvement alan did not '

include a completion date for the procedure upgrade program. T1is observation
,

was discussed with licensee management. The licensee responded that they were*

upgrading procedures in conjunction with upgrading their plant labeling. They
expect to have the procedure upgrade program completed by December 31. 1996. 1

The team considered the licensee's progress regarding their plan completion to j
be acceptable.

,

7.3 Conclusions

The team observed strong management oversight in all areas of plant
operations. Senior management personnel were observed on numerous occasions
to be involved with the daily plant activities. With the exception of the one ,

report group meeting. all observed meetings were judged to be very :

comprehensive and detailed. Personnel attending these meetings exhibited an '

effective questioning attitude. |

The licensee's progress in the completion of the long-term performance :

1mprovement plan was considered to be ap3ropriate. No problems were observed
with those items that were completed. T1e licensee's plan to provide a
weighting factor for the items to be completed. thus providing a more accurate
record of completion progress, was considered to be an improvement in the
program.

8 SAFETY REVIEW (92904) ;

Offsite safety review was conducted by the Nuclear Review Board. Nuclear
Review Board meetings were required by Technical Specification 6.5.3 to be
conducted at least once every 6 months. The team noted that these meetings
were usually conducted more frequently.

d

No Nuclear Review Board meetings were conducted during this inspection. To
determine the effectiveness of these meetings, the team reviewed the minutes
of the Nuclear Review Board meetings that had been conducted since January
1994: This review encompassed Meeting Minutes 94-01 through 94-08. |

The team noted a large improvement in the context and detail of these meetings
starting with the April 1994 meeting (94-04). This meeting was the first
meeting conducted with a reorganized membership. The new membership was
composed of the new management staff that was introduced when the plant
license was transferred to Entergy Operations. Inc.

Based upon review of these minutes and discussions with licensee personnel,
the team considered the quality of these meetings to be greatly improved.

9 FIRE PROTECTION PROGRAM (64704)

An inspection of the licensee's fire protection program was conducted to
verify that the licensee had properly implemented and maintained the fire
protection program as required by the license conditions. This inspection
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also provided an insight into the effectiveness of the new management staffing
in resolving many of the long standing fire protection issues that have
occurred at the River Bend Station.

9.1 Fire Protection Procram Reauirements

River Bend Nuclear Station Facility Operating License. Amendment 70.
paragraph 2.C.(10). " Fire Protection (Section 9.5.1. Safety Evaluation Report
and Site Safety Evaluation Report 3)." required the licensee to comply with
the requirements of the approved fire protection program, as specified in
Attachment 4 (to the Operating License). Attachment 4 specifies that the
licensee implement and maintain in effect all provisions of the approved fire
protection program, as described in the final safety analysis report for the
facility. The team reviewed documentation of previous NRC fire protection
audits and NRC safety evaluations of licensee fire protection program
submittals as background for this inspection. The team noted that
10 CFR Part 50. Appendix R. related 1ssues have been an ongoing concern at the
facility. The team also noted that there have been several licensee event
reports associated with the licensee's Appendix R program.

9.2 Fire Protection Related Plant Tour

The team performed visual inspections of various areas in the containment
building. the fuel and auxiliary buildings, the control building, the fire
pump building. the diesel generator building, and the standby service water
cooling tower. The purpose of these inspections were to assess any obvious
fire impairments that could invalidate safe shutdown assumptions, to inspect
the material condition of the fire protection equipment and emergency
lighting. to observe licensee control of transient combustible materials, and
to observe the licensee's hourly fire watch. Tne team also interviewed
licensee personnel concerning fire protection program requirements.

The team did not identify any major modifications to the plant which could
af fect a fire-related safe shutdown. The team noted that the fire protection
equipment was well maintained and in good condition. Emergency lighting
appeared adequate. with all lights aimed at the area of use. Licensee
personnel interviewed appeared knowledgeable about the fire protection
program, and the fire watch appeared to be adequately implementing
requirements. Standpipe and hose stations were operable in all areas
important to safety. Adequate reportable fire extinguishers were provided at
designated places in each fire zone. Access to fire suppression devices was
not being restricted by any materials or equipment. Inspections and
maintenance on all fire suppression equipment or devices had been
satisfactorily performed. The general condition of all fire suppression
devices appeared satisfactory.

The team visually inspected the fire barriers associated with Fire Areas AB-7
AB-15. AB 1. DG-1. DG-2. DG-3. PH-1. and PH-2 and verified that electrical and
mechanical penetration seals. fire doors, and fire dampers were installed,
maintained. and appeared able to perform their required functions. The team
noted that fire suppression and detection systems were properly positioned and
maintained in safety-related cable trays and raceways.
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The team reviewed a concern. that in the event of a single fire. the time
taken to don self-contained breathing apparatus was not considered in the time
estimates needed for plant shutdown and. if the fire were to affect both the
main control room and the remote shutdown panel, that donning of this
equipment could affect communication between these areas. The team reviewed
the approved fire protection plan and the updated safety analysis report.
Section 9.4.

Based upon this review. the team determined that the main control room heating
ventilation and air conditioning subsystem could be isolated from the rest of
the control building, was designed to maintain a positive pressure inside of
the main control room with respect to the control building, would detect and
limit the introduction of smoke into the main control room, and would remove
smoke from the main control room. The fire protection plan requires the
consideration of only one fire in any single fire area at any one time.
Therefore, if the fire is in the main control room and the main control room

has been evacuated. the operators at the remote shutdown panel would not have
to don self contained breathing apparatus. Since it would not be necessary to
don self contained breathing apparatus or respirators, there was no time
concern. nor was there any communication problem.

The team verified that adequate self contained breathing apparatus were
available and inspected for control room personnel. The team also noted that
sufficient reserve bottles for this apparatus were fully charged.

The team reviewed a concern regarding the possibility of a connection between
a piping tunnel area called the E-Tunnel and the fuel building ventilation
system. The team reviewed the ventilation plans in the updated safety
analysis report. In addition, the team visually inspected the E-Tunnel to
observe the ventilation system and the integrity of the fuel building envelope
with respect to the E-Tunnel. The updated safety analysis report specified
that the fuel building is maintained at equal to, or less than, 0.00 inches of
water gauge pressure during normal operation and at -0.25 inches of water
gauge pressure during accident conditions. The team noted that the
ventilation system in the E-Tunnel was not connected with the fuel building.
The team reviewed Plant Drawing PID-22-8A. "HVAC Yard Structure." and
determined that the E-Tunnel exhausts to the plant exhaust duct which is
consistent with the design described in the updated safety analysis report.

1

During the visual inspection. the team also noted the existence of watertight '

doors. These doors are alarmed security doors that can provide access between
the E-Tunnel and the fuel building. These doors are maintained in the closed
position and would provide an alarm if opened. As the result of this review. |

this issue was not considered to be a concern.

The team reviewed Condition Report 94-0012. This report identified the
existence of four previously unidentified penetrations in the drywell wall.
The team also interviewed licensee personnel who were involved with evaluating
this report. The licensee's inspection documented that the openings were i

conduit openings which formed a bend about 1 foot into the drywell wall. l

During the licensee 3 inspection. a tape was run into each conduit, and it was
determined that the tape could only be inserted about 60 ft before
encountering significant resistance. A walkdown conducted by the licensee.
did not identify any exit openings. The licensee coulo find no documentation
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for these conduits and hypothesized that they were shallow-buried spare >

conduits dating from plant construction. These particular conduits were |

1 inch and 1 1/2 inch in diameter. The licensee noted that electrical
penetrations entering the drywell as depicted on Drawing EE-37P. " Concealed j
Conduit & Sleeves Reactor Building Drywell Wall." are 5-inch diameter sleeves. |
The licensee's inspection also did not identify any seal residue and '

-

therefore, concluded that the condition had probably existed since ibitial
plant startup.

1

The licensee analysis also indicated that these openings had existed since the
RF4 refueling outage because they are visible on a surrogate tour imaging
system, which was in-place prior to that refueling outage. This supported the
assumption that the condition existed during the last performance of
STP-057-3602. "Drywell Bypass Leakrate Test." The licensee concluded that
these holes did not impact the integrity of the drywell. As the result of
this review, the team concluded that this issue was not a regulatory / safety
concern.

The team visually inspected the required fire barrier between the Division 1
and Division 2 Trains in the standby service water building. The team noted
that all fire seals were in place. The team noted that there are open '

penetrations between the switchgear and the fan rooms for each train. Since
.

the switchgear and these fans are in the same trains. they are not required to !

be separated. r

The team had the following observations concerning transient combustible
materials: '

I

!On November 2. 1994, the team observed about 2000 pounds (by licenseee

estimates) of high efficiency air particulate filters and air i

ventilation flexible ductwork composed of neoprene-polyester type I
plastic and wrapped in polyethylene plastic bags, stored on the 148-ft i

elevation of the fuel building. The materials were in Fire
Zone FB-1/2-4. The filters were in a stack appnoximately 3 feet high.
6 feet wide, and 6 feet in length The licensee had not designated this
as a temporary storage area as required in licensee Procedure FPP-0030.
" Storage of Combustibles". Revision 7. Licensee personnel informed the
team that the materials had been there for approximately 2 years. Near
the combustible materials, the team noted Thermolag-protected conduit
which had the Thermolag barrier open. The licensee informed the team
that the Thermolag barrier was required by the approved fire protection !
program to protect safe shutdown equipment. On November 5. 1994, the |
team verified, by visual observation. that the materials had been I

removed from the fuel building.

On November 2. 1994, the team observed that four large rolls of plastic.

were stored on a rack in the auxiliary building on the 141 ft elevation.
The rack was stored adjacent to Electrical Termination
Cabinet IRCP-TCA15 on the side of the containment building.
The litensee had not designated this as a temporary storage area
as required oy licensee Procedure FPP-0030. Licensee personnel informed
the team that these rol',s had been in this area for a period of greater
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than 30 days. On November 5.1994, the team verified, by visual
observation, that the plastic had been removed from the area. ;

Technical Specification 6.8.1.g requires that procedures covering the fir e
protection program be implemented. The failure to implement FPP-0030 is a
violation (458/9417-02). '

9.3 Procedures

The team reviewed the following procedures to verify that the licensee has :

developed technically adequate procedures to implement the Fire Protection
Program:

ADM-0073. " Temporary Installation Guidelines." Revision 1:.

FPP-0030. " Storage of Combustibles." Revision 7: |.

ADM-0022. " Conduct of Operations." Revision 18:.

ADM-0009. " Station Fire Protection Program." Revision 8:.

TPP-7-021. " Fire Protection Training and Qualifications." Revision 5: i.

FPP-0095. " Fire Extingui:her Inspection and Maintenance." Revision 4:.

FPP-0060. " Hot Work Permit." Revision 7: |.

FPP-0100. " Fire Protection System Impairment." Revision 7:.

'

FPP 0010. " Fire Fighting Procedure." Revision 7:.

r

FPP-0020. " Guidelines for Preparation of Pre-Fire Strategies and Pre- |.

Fire Plans." Revision 9
!

FPP-0050. "Handlino.of Flammable Liquids and Gases." Revision 3:.

FPP-0070. " Duties of Fire Watch." Revision 8: and..

FPP-0040. " Control of Transient Combustibles." Revision 7. |.

|

The team concluded that these procedures appeared adequate to implement the !
licensee's program. |

9.4 Fire Protection Related Surveillances

The team reviewed completed surveillance records for fire detection and
suppression systems in the control building. The team reviewed STP-251-3505.
" Fire Protection Sprinkler System Functional Test." Revision 6, which was
completed on May 10. 1994 and STP-250-3501. "Six Month Fire Detector
Instrumentation Functional Test." Revision 9. which was completed on May 5.
1994. The team determined that the fire detection and suppression systems
currently met the Technical Specification testing requirements and that
operability for these systems had been satisfactorily demonstrated.
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9.5 Trainina ;

The team reviewed the fire brigade con 1 position. The licensee's fire brigade
was compr4 sed of five individuals. Two of the brigade members were security
personnel and three were provided by the operations department, with a
licensed operator as the fire brigade leader. Each shift had a fire brigade.

iSince each shift consisted of more than five individuals, there were more than
five qualified individuals available to man the fire brigade.

The team reviewed fire brigade training records. All personnel were trained ;

at Louisiana State University for initial cualification. Each shift's fire
brigade was required to perform four fire crills annually such that all !

qualified fire brigade personnel performed in at least two fire drills per !

year. All personnel were noted to be requalified. ;
s

The team reviewed the fire protection training provided to general plant i

personnel. The-training appeared adequate to indoctrinate personnel in !
general fire protection requirements. Licensee personnel interviewed by the -

team were knowledgeable of general program requirements.

9.6 Ouality Assurance

IThe team reviewed the licensee's quality assurance reports which were
conducted to meet the requirements of Technical Specification 6.5.3.8.f. The !

!audit findings were well documented and the audit staff met the requirements
of the Technical Specifications. Audit findings from previous audits were !

documented and tracked. -

!

9.7 Conclusions

The licensee was implementing the approved fire protection program. With the i
'exception of the violation involving the failure to adhere to a fire

protection procedure, it was evident to the team that the new management staff
was making acceptable progress in resolving the long-standing fire protection
issues.

10 FOLLOWUP DN PREVIOUS INSPECTION FINDINGS

10.1 (Closed) Insnection Followuo item (IFI) 458/9309-03: Remainina
Thermolaa issue ;

i

This item was issued to track Thermolag issues originally identified in NRC ,

Inspection Report 50-458/92-04 as follows:
,

Issue 4.2.3. " Qualification Testing of Installed Configurations": !.

Issue 4.2.4. " Electrical Cable Ampacity Derating"; and.

Issue 4.2.5. " Fire Test Acceptance Criteria.".

The licensee is currently performing an evaluation and developing a corrective
action plan for all Thermolag issues.
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The team visually inspected the installation of Thermolag in the plant. The |
team discussed the status of the licensee's corrective action plan for '

Thermolag with licensee personnel. The team reviewed the licensee's ;

compensatory measures for inoperable Thermolag and verified that the proper '

compensatory measures, i.e. an hourly fire tour, were being conducted. :

During plant tours. the team noted that the licensee is maintaining the
Thermolag that was required to be in place and that the Thermolag appeared to ,

be in good condition. Final resolution of these issues is contingent on
completion of the Nuclear Energy Institute and licensee Thermolag testing

,

program.
i

On September 29. 1994 the licensee received a request from the NRC. dated |
September 23. 1994 the subject of which was " Follow-up to the Request for ;

Additional Information Regarding Genc.-ic Letter 92-08 Issued Pursuant to !

10 CFR 50.54(f) on December 22, 1993 - River Bend Station (TAC No M85596)."
This requested that the licensee provide a proposed schedule for resolution of ;

the Thermolag concerns within 90 days. The licensee's response is due before '

December 21, 1994. During this inspection, the licensee stated that they i

anticipated having all corrective actions completed by the end of Refueling !

Outage RF7 which is expected to be in the spring of 1997. For administrative :

purposes this IFl will be closed. Further action to follow up on the ,

licensee's corrective actions in resolving all emaining Thermolag concerns i

will be considered an IFI (458/9417-03).

10.2 (Closed) IFI (458/9325-01): Shift Staffina

This issue concerned the licensee's response to NRC Information Notice 91-77. !
This notice stated that the appropriate control room staffing required to !

1mplement licensee fire protection commitments may exceed the staffing levels !
required by the Technical Specifications. j

"he licensee increased the operations staff complement by 15 positions, i
sabsequent to October 1993. The licensee specifies in Plant !

Procedure ADM-0022. " Conduct of Operations." Revision 18. that five fire
brigade members be on site at all times and also specifies that certain
positions not be included in the fire brigade to ensure that adequate ;

personnel are Wailable to safely shut down the plant. i

;

The team reviewed Plant Procedure ADM-0022 and verified that the procedure ;
specifies an adequate shift staffing level. The team verified with licensee '

persannel that the fire brigade consists of two security personnel. two
non11 censed operators, and a licensed operator as fire brigade leader. The !

team also noted that ADM-0022 specifies that licensed operators (consisting of
one shift superintendent. one control room operator, and three nuclear control
operators) and four nonlicensed nuclear equipment operators be onshift.

The team concluded that, with two nonlicensed operators and one licensed
operator unavailable for plant shutdown dS to fire brigade responsibilities,
adequate personnel remained for safe plani. ;hutdown.

;

|
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10.3 (Closed) IFI (458/9325-02): Drawino Chanae Control Process |
,

The OSTI identified an excessive number of outstanding changes awaiting i

incorporation into facility drawings. This item was opened pending review of i

the licensee's program for the control and incorporation of drawing changes.

The licensee established the drawing u) grade project to update approximately :
4500 drawings. This effort involved tie preparation of packages that >

represented a compilation of changes against all design documents. With the i

help of in-house and contracted drafting services the licensee updated
approximately 2000 drawings from October 1993 to June 1994. j

i

The initial scope of the update project did not include a prioritization !
system: consequently, all design drawings were being updated. includirg those

i

drt. wings not essential to plant operation. The licensee realized that they ;

would have difficulty reducing the backlog without developing a criterie. for 1

incorporating changes to drawings based on safety significance. Therefore, i

the scope of the upgrade project was redefined to include the following:
'

Level 1 drawings " Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams (P& ids)." with any !

outstanding changes against the drawing: Level 2 drawings " Loop. ASME Piping.
Panels. Elementary. Logic, et al." with more than one outstL : ling change :

against each drawing: and Level 3 & 4 drawings witn more than three -

outstanding changes against each drawing. Prior to incorporating the
,

prioritization system. Level 3 drawings were allowed to accumulate ten
outstanding changes, and Level 4 drawings were allowed to accumulate an ,

infinite amount of changes before requiring the design drawing to be revised
To accomplish these changes, the licensee revised the drawing update criteria
in Procedure EDP-AA-59. " Tracking. Distributing, and Incorporating Design |

Change Documents." Revision 9. Contracted drafting services were terminated i
in June 1994. During the team inspection the licensee drafting staff '

consisted of four draft persons, with two additional positions approved.
The licensee backlog of drawings requiring updating was approximately 1500 on
October 25, 1994. *

i

!The team reviewed improvements that were made or in progress, to the design
change process. This included reviewing the following documents:

|
Procedure EDP-AA-27. "Use of NORMS for Change Documents. Vendor.

Documents & Controlled Design Documents." Revision 1. This procedure
|provided guidance to document users on using and interpreting

information contained in the NORMS database. NORMS was defined as a .

computerized reporting system that identified change documents written !

against design drawings and documents and indicated the current revision
level for controlled design drawings and documents.

i

Procedure EDP-AA-59 provided the requirements for tracking..
' distributing. posting. and incorporating change documents to ensure that

station personnel were informed of changes to the plant design.

Procedure ENG-3-009. " Document Revision Notice." Revision 0. This.

procedure, when implemented. will describe the method for processing
document revision notices. The document revision notice will be the
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documented authorization to revise an engineering document, such as
drawings, specifications. and vendor manuals.

EDP-AA-82. " General Drafting Standards." Revision G. This procedure..
'

when implemented will provide consistent and uniform general drafting
standards for the preparation and/or revision of engineering drawings. >

l
In reviewing EDP-AA-59. the team noted that the procedure included time goal !

requirements for incorporating changes into controlled documents. The goal
for Level 1 drawings was for changes to be incorporated within 5 working days
of receipt of notification from the design control coordinator. The goals for
Level 2 drawings were for incorporation within 30 days, following receipt of |

notification from the design control coordinator of the second change. For
Level 3 drawings. the goal was for incorporation within 45 days of receipt of

,

notification from the design control coordinator of the third change. During i

the team inspection, there was no Level 1 drawing backlog. The Level 2 j
drawing backlog was at approximately 557 drawings to be upgraded, and the 1

Level 3 and 4 drawings were at about 956 drawings. |

The team concluded that the licensee had taken proper actions to reduce the
drawing backlog from 4500 to 1500. The program changes for maintaining j
controllable backlog levels within the new criteria appeared appropriate. The 4

licensee's goal was for a zero backlog of drawing changes to be incorporated '

into facility drawings by September 30. 1995. To ensure that this goal be
met the licensee had budgeted for contracted drafting services beginning in
January 1995. The team concluded that the licensee's actions, when fully
implemented should ensure that their goals be met.

10.4 (Closed) Violation (485/9325-03)- Failure To Maintain Plant
Documentation j

Examole 1

This example involved the failure to accurately incorporate locked valve
information into plant documents. Specifically, several valves in the makeup
water system were not in the system operating procedure as being required to
be locked. Two valves were identified on Drawing PID-27-7B (residual heat
removal system) and one on Drawing PID-0-3A that were not installed in the
plant. and Valve CNS-489 was installed in the plant and locked, but did not
appear on Drawing PID-4-3B. Condition Report 93-0702 was initiated to
investigate and correct the condition.

Immediate corrective actions were to verify that all required valves were
locked in the correct position. This was completed shortly after
identification of the discrepancies in November,1993. Additional corrective
actions included document change notices to correct the drawings and
procedures, as well as implementation of Modification Request 93-0130. which
removed several valves from the locked vals .,t when it was determined that

there was no engineering or safety basis to require the valves to be locked.

The team reviewed the corrective actions. including Modification
Request 93-0130 and Document Change Notices 93-0198, 93-0511. and 93-0512.
The occuments corrected the identified deficiencies. Additionally, the team

.
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reviewed the current locked valve list against the current PID-0-3A drawing.
Several minor administ ative differences were identified. but when checked
against the piping and instrumentation diagrams and the system operating
procedures, no discrept.ncies were identified. Based on the team's review. the
licensee's actions were determined to have properly addressed the issue.
Broader scope corrective actions regarding engineering procedures and
processes were reviewed in the engineering area of this inspection and were
determined to be satisfactory.

Examole 2

This example identified that high point venting was not specified in certain
procedures. The OSTI observed that difficulties were encountered in the
performance of a test because of entrapped air in the system. It appeared
that both the skill of the craft and arocedure guidance was lacking. The
licensee'splantoremovedetail.suc1asfillingandventing,wasjudgedby
the OSTI to be regressive. As the result of this observation, the licensee
issued Condition Report 93-0719 to document this problem. This report
identified that 58 procedures had the potential of not having sufficient
venting instructions.

In the licensee's written response to this example, dated May 18. 1994. the
licensee documented that necessary procedure revisions were completed. The
team verifled the completion of these revisions by selecting a sample of
16 procedures for review. In the sample reviewed it was noted that one
Procedure. STP-204-4221. "ECCS-LPCI Pump A Discharge Pressure-High 18 Month
CHCAL: 18 Month LSFT (E12-N055A: E12-N655A)." was not revised. After another
review by the licensee, it was determined that this procedure was the only ,

procedure that was not revised as required. The failure to complete all |
procedure revisions as committed in the response letter to the NRC was
considered to be a deviation (458/9417-04).

Example 3

This example identified that temporary test equipment in certain procedures
was not required to be secured. This problem was documented in Condition
Report 93-0667.

The procedure in question. STP-204-6302 and 16 others, were revised to require
that the temporary test equipment be secured. In addition. Modification
Request 94-0030 was written to replace some test equipment and Modification
Request 94-0032 was written to replace some temporary test equipment with
permanently installed equipment.

The team verified that the procedures were revised. and that personnel
received the necessary training. During this review, the team identified that
one procedure. STP-309-6315. " Division 111 Diesel Generator IST Pump
Operability." was not revised. Even though this procedure was not identified
as one of the procedures that required revision. upon ioentification by the
team. the licensee revised the procedure. In addition, four other procedurec !
were revised because they lacked clarity regarding securing of temporary test
equipment. These additional revisions were also verified by the team.
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Examole 4

This example identified that a step in certain procedures was not possible to I

L accomplish. The licensee documented this problem in Condition Report 93-0663 1

during the OSTI. j
1

This problem occurred because of a misunderstanding regarding the vendor's j
testing guidance. This problem involved 39 procedures. The team selected a ;

sample of 18 procedures for review and verified that the procedures had been i

revised. ;

*Examole 5

This example identified that comment control forms were improperly used to :

make a procedure change that involved a Technical Specification verification. *

When identified during the OSTI. the licensee documented the problem in )
Condition Repcrt 93-0696. !

The licensee has performed a review and determined that the Technical
Specification acceptance criteria were not compromised. The team reviewed the
licensee's determination and verified that the licensee's position was not
contrary to the license conditions. In addition, the team noted and confirmed i
that the use of comment control forms was abandoned.

,

10.5 (Closed) Violation (458/9325-04)- Failure To Take Timely Actions To .

Resolve a Nonconformina Condition ;

Examole 1
,

This example involved the mislabeling of spare circuit breakers and the |

possibility of having loads on circuit breakers labeled as spares. The :
licensee had been aware of the condition since the plant was licensed, but had '

failed to correct the anomalies.

The'llcensee had performed an audit of portions of the electrical distribution
system in July of 1993. The deficiencies identified were documented on i

Condition Report 93-0521 and corrective actions were initiated. A subsequent'
,

audit of additional portions of the electrical distribution system was t

performed in November of 1993. Those deficiencies were documented in j
Condition Report 93-0777 and corrective actions were initiated. As a followup :

to these two reports, the licensee performed a field verification on all spare |
AC and DC distribution breakers. Due to the scope of the field verification. .

'

which included internal cabinet inspections and labeling adequacy. new
deficiencies were identified and documented in another report.
Condition Report 94-0681. A subsequent system walkdown by the system engineer :
during July of 1994 identified that a number (41) of spare breakers were in ;

the closed position. Condition Report 94-0892 was generated to investigate i
and actions were taken to correct inconsistencies between the desired position j
of the spare breakers and the system operating procedure lineups.

The team reviewed these completed condition reports and the documentation
associated with the completed corrective actions. The corrective actions ;

included the manufacture or request for manufacture of new labels for |
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incorrectly labeled breakers: installation of temporary labels, where
necessary: removal of wiring that terminated at spare breakers: initiation of
Modification Request 93-0109 to correct electrical drawing discrepancies; the
initiation of procedure changes to update the appropriate system operating !

procedures to reflect the desired spare breaker positions; and training for
operating crews regarding the identified deficiencies. In addition to the
ter.m's review of these corrective actions, a walkdown was performed of the
diesel generator building. the auxiliary building, the control building, and
the normal switchgear building. Temporary identification labels were observed
to be installed, and inspections of the switchgear, motor control centers, and !

electrical panels in the buildings found all spare breakers to be properly '

positioned. Actions completed by the licensee, thus far, have been adequate ;

to address the issue and completion of the additional corrective actions which !

have already been initiated should prevent a recurrence of this condition. !

Examole 2
,

In this example, the emergency stop push button on the emergency diesel f
generator was inadvertently depressed on two occasions, and no corrective i
action was taken to prevent recurrence. |

The licensee installed cover plates over the emergency stop push buttons on ;

the emergency diesel generators during the OSTI inspection. As a programmatic !

corrective action. the licensee implemented a minor modification program. ;

Procedure ENG-3-033. " Minor Modification Design Control Plan. Revision 0." was
issued on March 22, 1994. A dedicated group of 5-6 people of all disciplines
was formed to design and to ensure installation of a minor modification.
Minor modifications were defined as those modifications that:

Had a well defined scope:.

Were simple:.

The impact on plant operations during installation, testing, and after*

return to service was easily determined:

Had engineering man-hours that were less than 120 man-hours:.

Involved less than 320 man-hours of craft labor to install;.

Installation and testing could be completed within 2 weeks of work.

release; and.

Cost less than 550.000.*

Since a minor modification can be performed on safety-related, as well as
nonsafety-related structures, systems and components, the team reviewed the
procedure and forms used to ensure that all design criteria are addressed,
reviewed several minor modification packages, and interviewed responsible
engineers.

This program appears to be effective in correr ig limited scope conditions.
.
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Examole 3

This example involved the failure to provide access to Valve 1E12*VF063C.
which is required to be operated during performance of the emergency operating
procedures. This valve was located approximately 20 feet above the floor.
Since 1991. The licensee had identified on three occasions that access to the i

valve was required. |
!

The team reviewed the corrective actions for this violation. The corrective !
actions included the installation of a chain operator on the valve. With !

regard to the chain operator. the team reviewed the installation of the chain !

operator in the field Maintenance Work Order 179419. and Calculation 122210- !

AX-71F. The chain operator was observed to be installed with the chain :
secured and locked. The calculation was reviewed and included an evaluation :

for the weight added by the installation of the chain operator. The t

maintenance work order was reviewed and found to properry document the ;

installation of the chain operator. The specific corrective actions j

associated with the subject valve were satisfactory. and the Corrective Action '

Review Board and the review group were actively reviewing identified potential :
'

; nonconformances for root cause(s) and corrective actions.
.i

Example 4 :
,

This example involved the failure to promptly correct a nonconformance with
the wide range suppression pool water level indicator that had been known to
the licensee for an extended period of time. Specifically, the suppression
pool level instrumentation range did not match the indicator in the control i
room. Modification Request 86-1844 had been initiated in 1986 to address the ;

'

issue. but had never been implemented. The emergency operating procedures
were subsequently revised to reflect a different suppression pool reference ,

level which was inconsistent with the installed design and the Modification |
Request 86-1844 design package. This further delayed any action on the level
indication inconsistencies.

i

As corrective action the licensee initiated and installed Modification
Request 86-1844 with Field Changes 1 and 2. These changes incorporated the
necessary modifications to take into account the emergency operating procedure !
requirements for indication and instrument range. The modification *vas j
installed during Refueling Outage RF7 in 1994. j

i

The team verified that the installed hardware was consistent with the
requirements of the modification request. The surveillance procedures

,

governing the testing and calibration of the new instruments were verified to |
have been revised to incorporate the new data and information. The operator
aids. which had been installed to compensate for the previous scaling
inconsistencies. were verified to have been cancelled and removed. The ,

corrective actions specific to the suppression pool level indication had been |
satisfactorily completed. |

|

|
|

|
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Examole 5 ;

This example . identified that the distribution of revised procedures was
ineffective. When this was identified by the OSTI. the licensee documented
this problem in Condition Report 93-0645. j

The licensee reviewed the use of this procedure and determined that the
differences between the procedures did not affect the operation of the ,

equipment. In addition, the licensee verified that no additional activities
were conducted using out-of-date procedures. The team reviewed the licensee's
activities and verified that they were accurate and complete.

The licensee changed its practice of having unofficial satellite stations. A
formal system of distribution and control of sub-tier stations has been ,

established. Training was provided to the staff regarding control of i

procedures. The team reviewed the last three audits performed by the |
procedures group and noted that the audit identified that the latest revisions .

were at the respective stations. In addition, the team independently audited !

procedures at sub-tier stations and determined that all procedures audited
were current. During this audit process. the team identified a current, but
uncontrolled procedure, at a station. The licensee documented this finding in :

Condition Report 94-1459. This problem appeared to be isolated. j

Examole 6
.

!

This example related to the repetitive failures of the personnel containment ,

door airlock seals. Repetitive failures of the containment airlock door
seals were caused by o)erating the airlock door seals at a pressure higher ,

Ithan that recommended Jy the vendor.
!

Modification Request 93-0071 was implemented during Refueling Outage RF5. !

which installed pressure regulators to reduce the instrument air pressure ;

supplied to the seals to that recommended by the vendor. |

The team reviewed Maintenance Work Orders C307101 and C307102, which were
initiated to implement Modification Request 93-0071 that installed containment
airlock door pressure regulators. The team used Drawing 37254 to verify the
installation and general configuration of the containment airlock door
pressure regulators. !

Examole 7

During the OSTI. the inspectors noted that the corrective actions taken for I

inoperable radiation monitors were not effective in correcting the root cause
,

of repetitive failures. j

Condition Report 93-0078 was written to determine the root cause of these
failures. The root cause was determined to be an improper type of flow switch
for this particular application. The existing flow switches were vacuum type

,

switches, which indicated that the pump was running based on a vacuum being i

generated by the pump suction. Since the radiation monitors sampled the
containment annulus region, which is normally kept at a slight vacuum they
did not properly sense pump operation.
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Modification Request 88-0293 was developed in 1988 to install different type
flow switches that were recommended by the vendor. The switches were to be
installed during the first quarter of 1995. The team reviewed the
modification package that would install the new switches and found the
proposed corrective actions to be adequate.

.

10.6 (Closed) IFI (458/9325-05): Failure of Plant Personnel to Follow
Guidance Relatina to Standina on P101na

During a plant tour, a painter was observed to be walking on a 1-inch diameter
pipe. While guidance had been provided instructing plant personnel to not
walk on piping that was less than 2 inches in diameter, such information was
not included in the general employee training. The licensee was to revise the
gereral employe' training material to include guidance regarding walking on
piping or cable trays.

The licensee added guidance to the general site access training program that
instructed employees not to use the following components to support their
weight:

Piping with a diameter of less than 2 1/2 inches..

Any cable trays..

Any instrument tubing, and.

Any conduit..

Discussions with licensee personnel indicated that such changes to the general
employee training manual were emphasized and that training with the revised
general employee training manual began in early 1994.

10.7 (Closed) IFI (458/9325-06): Adeauacy of Emeroency Liahtina

The OSTI 1dentifled that the emergency lighting in the emergency diesel |
generator rooms did not appear to be aimed at the areas where operator actions 1

1were required. The licensee stated that a review of all emergency light
installations in the plant, to verify that all lights were properly aimed, i

'

would be accomplished before December 31. 1993.

The licensee initiated Condition Report 93-0785 in November 1993. This report
was to determine the emergency light alming direction, frequency of aiming
verification and a method to identify the light required for safe plant
shutdown.

The team reviewed the completed report to v!rify that the licensee's actions
had been completed. During plant tours th! team noted that all emergency
lights appeared to be properly aimed. The team concluded that the licensee's
actions appear adequate to resolve this issue. |

10.8 (Closed) Unresolved Item (485/9325-07): DeF-is in Containment

This item required an assessment of the potential eifects on the emergency
core cooling system strainers in the suppression pool resulting from the
material condition discrepancies identified in the containment during the i

OST1. This assessment required a thorough evaluation that included the amount
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of debris found. potential additional debris formed during an accident, damage
mechanisms, transport mechanisms, entrainment/ transport fractions, and the -
effects on strainer clogging.

The licensee's assessment indicated that strainer blockage could have been up
to 26 percent, prior to containment cleanup. After cleaning up the
containment. the potential debris generated during a )ost-accident scenario
was estimated to cause up to 11 percent strainer bloccage. Since the
emergency core cooling system pump design basis was based on up to 50 percent
strainer blockage. the plant was not outside of its design basis.

:

A containment walkdown was performed. which revealed that all conditions
identified during the OSTI were coi rected. The overall appearance of
containment was remarkably improved. A walkdown of the drywell . however,
identified a number of concerns that were discussed in Section 2.4 of this
report. All items observed by the team were dispositioned prior to drywell
closure.

IDuring the next outage, the licensee plans on cleaning the suppression pool
and is planning to install tie-ins for a suppression pool cleanup system to
improve pool clarity.

10.9 (Closed) IFl (458/9325-08): System Enhancement File

The system enhancement file was established by the licensee to collect items
that were considered to be plant enhancements and not re.auired to address i

deficiencies with the operation or operability of components or systems. The
licensee performed an evaluation before an item was placed in the file to
ensure that the item was an enhancement. and not a required modification.
During the OSTI inspection, the team identified a modification request that
appeared to address a deficiency, instead of a simple system enhancement.

,

This inspection followup item was opened for NRC review of the contents of the ,

system enhancement file.
]

The licensee was in progress of eliminating the system enhancement file to |
preclude recurrence of safety significant items not being adequately 1

addressed. Memorandum RS-94-094, dated September 8, 1994, documented the
elimination of the system enhancement file process and the actions taken to ;

dis' position the remaining items in the program. All system enhanc ment file
,

issues were distributed to the cognizant system engineers for di5 position. |

|The team was informed by the licensee that retirement of the system
enhancement file program was about 75 percent complete. The team reviewed the
system engineering summary regarding how the system enhancement files were
dispositioned. In accordar.ce with Memorandum RB-94-094 each issue was
dispositioned as either a master issue list, a minor modification, a
maintenance work order placed in the system file for future consideration or |
cancelled. None of the former system enhancements were determined to be a
required safety modification. |
The team concluded that the licensee had taken appropriate actions to assure
that the system enhancement file contained only system enhancements and were
not required safety modifications.
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10.10 (Closed) IFI (458/9325-09): Lack of Control of Postmaintenance Test
Activities

The OSTI identifled that retest requirements were determined by the
maintenance planner and that these planners were removing retest or
postmaintenance testing requirements that were specified by engineering in
maintenance work orders.

The licensee has revised their procedures and implemented the Institute of
Nuclear Power Operations good practices. Procedures ADM-028. " Corrective
Maintenance." Revision 13. and ADM-0080. " Post Maintenance Testing Program."
Revision 0. have been revised to ensure that post-maintenance testing
requirements are reviewed and receive the concurrence of system engineering.

The licensee has also developed a comprehensive manual / database that provides
users with a list (matrix) of recommended typical tests, inspections or checks
that may be performed following corrective maintenance to accomplish post-
maintenance testing. While these maintenance planning guidelines we e still
under revision, the team noted that sufficient provisions were ]rovided by the
licensee to ensure that adequate postmaintenance testing would )e conducted.

10.11 (Closed) IFI (458/9325-10)- Failure to Provide Documentation of the
Replacement of Hydraulic Control Unit Filters

This ' tem involved the inability of the licensee to demonstrate the extent of
filter (or strainer) replacements for the hydraulic control units. !

l
Through discussions with the systems engineer. the team determined that |
General Electric technicians had replaced only three filters. A full filter
replacement was not performed because the vendor did not provide a specific
replacement frequency. In addition. General Electric did not recommend a
fixed replacement frequency for the following reasons:

Clogaing of these filters would not affect control rod scram.

performance:

Control rod notching difficulties would provide indication that the. i

filters needed to be replaced; and, j

lThe r placement of these filters was dependent upon site operational.

conditions which made a fixed replacement interval irrelevant. I
\

The 11censee was in the process of developing Procedure PMP-4000. " Control Rod
Drive Hydraulic Control Unit Preventive Maintenance." Revision 0. to cover all
non-environmental qualification maintenance required on each hydraulic control
unit. In the past. these filters were replaced during environmental
qualification preventive maintenance tasks, even though these f;it-rs were not
environmentally quallfled.

An engineering evaluation was performed by the licensee to change the filter
replacement frequency. This evaluation determined that:

The filters have no safety function;
i

.

!
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Scramming (tripping) of the control rods is on a separate hydraulic !e

circuit and, therefore, is unaffected by these filters; and

The design of the control rod drive system 3rovided for upstream.

filtration of the water before it reaches t1ese filters. !
!

The licensee had performed an adequate evaluation of the Fydraulic control
,

unit filter replacement and the number of replaced filters was properly !

documented.

!10.12 (Closed) IFl (458/9325-11): Extension of Preventive Maintenance
Freauency Without Adecuate Ena1neerina Evaluation

This issue involved extending the preventive maintenance on the reactor core
isolation cooling pump bearing oil change frequency without a supporting
engineering evaluation.

Tne licensee through discussions with the pump vendor, determined that the
extended oil change frequency was acceptable. Further investigations by the
licensee indicated that this frequency had been established since initial
plant startup.

To prevent recurrence of this type of issue, the licensee had made procedural
changes to the preventive maintenance program to ensure that any further
changes involving extensions of service frequencies be evaluated and approved .

by system engineering prior to implementation. These changes were consistent
,

with the licensee's ongoing preventive maintenance optimization program. ;

10.13 (Closed) Unresolved Item (458/9325-12): Uncontrolled Distribution of
Inservice Testina Acceptance Criteria

,

!

This unresolved item was issued becausc the licensee was unable to demonstrate
'

that the acceptance criteria for inservice testing was controlled. During the
OST1. the licensee could not retrieve their inservice * testing arocedures due
to problems with their computer database. This problem with tie control of |

inservice testing acceptance criteria was also identified by a quality '

assurance audit anu was documented by the licensee in Condition
Report 93-0664.

The team noted that the licensee has discontinued the use of this database,
had taken action to assure that correct acceptance criteria was supplied to

,

the control room, and had revised the procedure for inservice testing.
PEP-0009. "ASME Section XI IST Program Documentation." as Revision 6. This '

revised procedure required that acceptance criteria be included in the
applicable testing procedures.

The team's review of the inservice testing procedures indicated that, while
weak, the licensee did maintain control of the acceptance criteria. The team
also verified that the current inservice testing procedures included the
appropriate acceptance criteria.
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10.14 (Closed) Unresolved item (458/9325-13): Reoorts Not Left Ooen Until )
Corrective Actions Comoleted |

The OSTI laentified that the status of corrective actions associated with
condition reports could ne+ be determined because arocedures allowed the
condition report to be ;1osed based upon planned. Jut not completed,
corrective actions. ihis had the potential of leaving conditions uncorrected.

The team's review of this item indicated that all planned items were properly ;

completed. In addition the team noted the, Procedure RBNP-030. " Initiation '

and Processing of Reports." Revision 5. was revised on March 30. 1994, to
prevent closure of reports until the corrective actions were complete.

:

10.15 (Closed) Unresolved item (458/9325-14): Overheatina of Drywell

This issue identified that drywell overheating could cause the drywell Saint
coating to degrade and peel. This peeling would add to the debris in t1e
containment and contribute to emergency core cooling system strainer clogging.
The effect of this strainer clogging due to paint degradation was included in
the study of the amount of debris that could be expected to occur within the
containment and was addressed in the safety evaluation performed in response
to Unresolved item 458/9325-07 discussed in Section 10.8.

The safety evaluations for paint degradation and Test Procedure TP-94-0013.
"Drywell Ceiling Coating Inspection / Adhesion Testing." Revision 0, were
reviewed and were determined to adequately address the team's concerns with
paint adherence and its potential for strainer clogging. Extensive corrective
actions were taken to address the root causes of drywell overheating. New
duct registers and dampers were installed and the system balanced under Plant
Modification Request PMR 94-0041. Locking hasps were installed via Minor
Modification 94-0065 to prevent misposition of lower 3rimary shield wall
doors. Normal operation of the drywell coolers was clanged from four normally
operating to five normally operating coolers. The effect on the service water
flow was evaluated prior to changing system operation. Plant Modification
Request PMR 94-008 installed 40 thermocouples to monitor drywell temperatures
during plant Operating Cycle 6 to evaluate the effectiveness of these
modifications.

10.16 (Closed) IFl (458/9325-15)- Responses to Indeoendent Safety
Enaineerina Grouc Not Timely

A licensee audit performed between August 1-19. 1994 determined that
ten responses to recommendations exceeded the 90-day response time. Three of
the ten had been put "On Hold." As the result of this. Condition
Report 94-1009 was written.

A corrective action plan was developed and was completed on September 14
1994. Condition Report 94-1009 is currently under review for closure.
Remaining overdue responses were identified in additional Condition
Reports 94-1010 and 94-1012. At the time of this inspection. no independent
safety engineering group items were overdue and processes to assure timely
responses appeared to be adequate.
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10.17 (Closed) IFI (458/9325-16): Use of Alternates as Votino Members on the
.

Nuclear Review Board

The OSTI identified the potential for conducting Nuclear Review Board meetings
with roore alternate members as voting members than allowed by the Technical
Specifications. due to an interpretation in Revision 7 of the Nuclear Review
Board Manual.

The Nuclear Review Board Manual was revised as Revision 8; however, this
revision has been superseded by Procedure R-CM-001. " Nuclear Review Board."
Revision 0. on October 13. 1994. This new procedure provides direction for
the use of alternate voting members that is consistent with the Technical
Specification requirements. To review implementation of this new procedure,
the team reviewed recent Nuclear Review Board records and verified the proper
use of alternate voting members.

10.18 (Closed) Unresolved Item (458/9325-17): Resolution of Surveillance
Test Program Performance Problems

This item identifit ' that an outstanding audit finding regarding performance
problems with the surveillance test program was not resolved in a timely
manner.

The team reviewed this item and determined that, while the issue was not
resolved in a timely manner, the issue did not have an adverse impact upon
plant operation. In addition, the team verified that the corrective actions

required by the February 1993 audit were progressing ap3ropriately. These
corrective actions were addressing the programmatic pro)lems that were
identified. It was also noted by the team that plant procedures now require
that major and minor audit findings be documented as condition reports to
ensure management review for safety significance and reportability and to
ensure timely tracking of audit findings until corrective actions are
completed.

10.19 (Closed) Unresolved item (458/9325-18): Imolementation of Corrective
Actions for ReDet1tive Personnel Errors and Failures to Follow
Procedures

This item identified an apparent lack of corrective actions to resolve
numerous instances of personnel errors and failures to follow procedures. The
OSTI noted that while plant management was informed of such instances over a
3-year period. no documentation could be provided to demonstrate that
corrective actions were taken to address these occurrences.

The team reviewed Corrective Action Reports 93-02, 93-03 and 94-01. related
to overdue corrective actions and the associated documentation. The closecut
documentaticm for Corrective Action Reports 93-02 and 93-03 was reviewed and
indicated that licensee manaaement was identifying failures to complete
corrective actions in a timely manner and taking steps to ensure completion of
scheduled corrective actions or require justification as to why the scheduled
completion dates could not be met. ;

'

!
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The team noted that procedure verification and validation, along with the more >

formalized procedure upgrade program. was initiated in Jav 1994 to improve
the quality of procedures: thus, making the procedures 1( likely to cause
personnel errors. The completion of this program should result in more
accurate and usable procedures with fewer errors caused by procedure
inadequacies. ;

it was also noted that extensive training regarding human error reduction was I

conducted in August, 1994. All of the available operations staff and members
of other departments attended the 2-day session. Licensee management was
encouraging all station employees to take a self-critical appro6ch to all
activities at the facility, including self-identification of practices,
procedures, and hardware that needed improving.

In addition. Procedure RBNP-030. " Initiation and Processing of Reports."
Revision 6. was revised to require that conditions recurring at an
unacceptable rate be reported as "significant" conditions requiring a formal
root cause determination and be subject to upper management review. This
elevation of significant or recurring conditions to upper level management's
direct attention should aid in formulation and follow-through on completion of

1

corrective actions.
.

The actions taken by the licensee provided reasonable assurance that the
processes, procedures, and practices were in place to address the issue of ,

failing to identify and address repetitive and recurring nonconforming
conditions.

10.20 (Closed) Unresolved Item (458/9326-04): Remote Shutdown Panel I

Doerab111tv Deficiencies
,

r

This item identified that fuses protecting the control circuits for some loads
would not adequately protect the associated cables. In the event of a main ,

control room fire, these circuits could -hort circuit in the main control
room. Due to the length of the cable in Usse circuits, there could be
insufficient short circuit current to blow tre fuse before cable damage :
occurred. The postulated 10 minutes to exit the cor. trol room and operate the
transfer switches to isolate the main control room from the remote shutdown
system was greater than the estimated time in which cable damage would occur.

,

The cables which would be damaged contain conductors required for remote
'

shutdown. as well as conductors that are isolated by the remote shutdown
transfer switch. Approximately 25 circuits (46 fuses) would be affected.

This issue was resolved as the result of the licensee's corrective actions
taken in response to Violation 458/9330-02. Details of these corrective
actions are documented in Section 10.22 of this report.

10.21 (Closed) IFl (458/9330-01): Safe Shutdown Analysis Details

At a meeting held on December 16. 1993, the licensee committed to revise the
safe snutdown analysis to provide additional detail regarding the application
of the spurious actuation analysis requirements, as described in NRC Generic
Letter 86-10. " Implementation of Fire Protection Requirements." The licensee
further committed to incorporate the effects of fire on the instrument process
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fluid-sensing lines into the instrument damage discussion of the generic
letter and include an instrument tubing table with instrument mark number,
fire area / zone. tubing route by fire area / zone, and location of tubing
endpoints. By letter, dated May 11. 1994, the licensee documented that these
improvements were completed. ;

The team reviewed the licensee's revised safe shutdown analysis with its
additional analysis and documentation. The team verified that the licensee
had evaluated the effects of fire-induced damage to the instrumentation>

sensing lines. The team determined that the licensee had adecuately :

incorporated. Generic Letter 8610 guidance into the safe shutcown analysis. ,

10.22 (Closed) Violation (458/9330-02): Failure to Follow Fire Protection >

Reautrements

During performance of the safe shutdown analysis the licensee identified
six concerns that required modifications. procedure changes, or both. These
concerns were reported to the NRC by Letter RBG-39532. dated December 6.1993.
An additional concern. the effect of a fire on instrumentation tubing. was
ident1 fled during review of the licensee's documentation of enhancements to i

post-fire safe shutdown procedures. !

Concern 1 - Associated Circuits - Common Enclosure

Ten circuits. consisting of 12 cables, which had i.he potential to damage the
!cables required for Safe Shutdown Method IE (alternate shutdown), in the event

of a main control room fire, were found to lack adequate overcurrent i
protection.

To correct this deficiency. the licensee initiated Modification
Request 93-0060 in September 1993 to install properly sized fuses in the ten -
circuits. This modification was completed in May 1994.

t
-

The team reviewed the completed work package for Modification Request 93-0060
and verified that the work had been completed satisfactorily.

'Concern 2 - Standby Service Water Coolino Tower Fans

The licensee's analysis of the control circuits for the Division I standby I
service water cooling tower fans identified the potential loss of the ability ,

to start the fans from their local motor control center following a main '

'

control room fire. The fire could cause the control circuits to short and
blow the fuses protecting the circuits. The circuit was not isolated from the !

main control room: therefore. after repositioning the local / remote selector i
switch at the motor control center. fan starting would not occur due to the ;

short circuit. These fans are credited safe shutdown equipment and provide
cooling for the ultimate heat sink.

To correct this deficiency, the licensee initiated and completed Modification :

Request 93-0056 to install additional fuses. These fuses isolated portions of
the affected circuits which enter the main control room from the portions of

'the circuit required for remote shutdown functions.
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The team reviewed the completed work package for Modification Request 93-0056 1

and verified that the work had been completed satisfactorily.

Concern 3 - Division Ill Control Circuits

The licensee ihntified a conduit in Fire Area C-24 that had not been '

fire wrapped. This conduit contained cables providing control power to
4.16 kV circuit breakers associated with Division Ill incoming line -!

Breaker 1E22*ACB04. Division III diesel generator output Breaker 1E22*ACB01,
and Division III 480 volt supply transformer Breaker 1E22*ACB03. This
equipment was credited for post fire safe shutdown for a fire in Fire i

Area C-24. If a fire damaged safe shutdown cables in this conduit. [
Division 111 power might not be available to standby service water components ,

served Dy Division 111 power. !

To correct this deficiency, the licensee changed the shutdown methodology
credited in the safe shutdown analysis. This eliminated the need to protect ,

the conduit. This change was also incorporated into Abnormal Operating |
Procedure (AOP) 0052. " Fire Outside Main Control Room (In Areas Containing i

Safety Related Equipment)." Revision 5. ;

The team reviewed A0P-0052 and verified that the change had been performed. |

Concern 4 - Service Water Valves
.

The spurious operation of four service water valves were identified as a
concern during a fire event. These valves could spuriously misposition and

i; divert flow from one division to the other or prevent the flow of standby
service water through the Division III diesel generator cooling water heat .

exchanger or through the high pressure core spray room unit cooler. I

i
.

The licensee's corrective action; .was to add operator actions to A0P-0031. !
'

" Shutdown From Outside the Main Control Room." Revision 10. and A0P-0052. to i

verify that the valves were in the correct configuration for the required i
situation. i

The team reviewed A0P-0031 and A0P-0052 and verified that the changes had been !

performed. |

|

Concern 5 - Remote Shutdown Panel

The licensee identified that 17 fuses protecting the control circuits for
4.16kV and 480V circuit breakers were improperly sized. These breakers supply
power to loads required for remote shutdown outside the main control room.

As a corrective action. the licensee installed fuses of the proper size under
Modification Request 93-0060. The licensee also conducted a thorough review
of the remote shutdown system to verify that no other control circuits for
4.16kV and 480V circuit breakers could prevent remote shutdown capability in
the event of a main control room fire.

The team reviewed the completed work package for Modification Request 93-0060
and verified that the work had been completed satisfactorily.

.
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Concern 6 - Reactor Hioh Water Level Trio
l
|A' fire in Panel 1H13-P612 or 1H13*P680 in the main control room could disable

the continuity of the 125 volt DC circuit to the reactor high water level trip !
breaker control circuitry for the reactor feedwater pumps. !

l

upon discovery of this condition. he licensee immediately established interim ;

compensatory measures. A main control room fire res)onse brief was written to |

infonn oncoming shifts of the concern and required tlat a dedicated operator ,

be imediately dispatched to the normal power supply switchgear regardless of
the fire severity. The licensee revised A0P-0031 to include actions to secure
feedwater and condensate pumps, if needed, to control reactor vessel level and i

'

conducted operator training on the revised procedure.

The team reviewed A0P-0031 and verified that the revisions had been completed.
The team verified, by reviewing completed training records, that the operators
had completed training on the revised procedure.

Concern 7 - Instrument Tubina Evaluation |

The licensee determined that the original safe shutdown analysis did not
i

assume any erroneous indication due to fire induced changes to fluid contained i

in instrumentation lines. During the development of the revised safe shutdown j
analysis, this condition was analyzed and the potential for itss of automatic ;

initiation of standby service water due to a fire in Fire Area AB-7 was i

identified.

To correct this deficiency, the licensee issued a revision to A0P-0052 to
ensure manual initiation of standby service water in the event of a fire in
Fire Area AB-7.

The team reviewed A0P-0052 and verified that the revision had been completed.

In addition to the corrective actions listed above to correct the specific
violation the licensee also took actions to ensure long-term compliance with
their fire protection license conditions and to upgrade the fire protection
program. These actions included conducting a manual action optimization
study. conducting a self assessment using the staff from other nuclear units,
and strengthening staffing and management.

The NRC Team noted that the multi-disciplined fire protection team had
effectively strengthened the licensee's program. The establishment of this
team was first identified to the NRC in 1993. The licensee planned that the
multi-disciplined team consist of a manager, an electrical engineer, a fire
protection supervisor, a fire protection engineer, a probability risk analysis
engineer, and a fire protection system engineer. The NRC team also noted that
as of the date of this inspection no fire protection system engineer had been
hired.

The team concluded that the licensee's corrective actions were adequate to
address the problems identified and that the additional actions should improve
the program.

,
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11 ONSITE REVIEW 0F LICENSEE EVENT REPORTS (LERS) (92700)

11.1 (Closed) LER 458/89-09: Inadeouate Thermolaa Coverinas as Fire Barriers

(Closed) LER 458/90_Q3. Suoolement 4: Inadecuate Thermolao Fire Barrier
Envelooes Surroundina Safe Shutdown Circuits Per Technical
Soecification 3.7.7

These LERs concerned some inadequate Thermolag fire barriers. Details
regarding closure of these LERs are included as a part of the actions taken
with respect to Inspection Followup Item 458/9309-03 discussed in Section 10.1
of this report.

11.2 (Closed) LER 458/92-013: Surveillance Not Performed on Wet Pioe
Sprinkler Systems

On July 30. 1992. the licensee determined that automatic Wet Pipe Sprinkler
Systems AS-5. AS-6A. AS-6B. AS-6C. and AS-12 were not being surveilled as
required by Technical Specification 4.7.6.2.c.3.

The licensee conducted walkdowns of the affected sprinklers and determined
that the sprinkler systems were operable. The licensee revised Surveillance
Procedure STP-251-3601. " Fire Protection S]rinkler Header / Nozzle Inspection."
Revision 9. to include the automatic sprincler systems.

The team verified that STP-251-3601 included the missed sprinkler systems.
The team physically performed a walkdown inspection of Sprinkler Systems AS-5.
AS-6A. AS-6B. AS-6C. and AS-12. The team concluded that the licensee's
actions are adequate to ensure proper operation of the affected sprinkler
systems.

11.3 (Closed) LER 458/94-01: Fire Barrier Deficiencies

On January 7.1994. the licensee identified that redundant trains of control
building heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) could be lost
during a single exposure fire. due to an inadequate fire barrier separating
Fire Areas C-17 and C-24. The loss of HVAC would have been the result of a
single fire damaging both standby 120 volt AC Power Transformers 1SCM*XRC14A1
and ISCM*XRC14Bl. The licensee also identified that a single exposure fire in
Area C-17 could have resulted in the loss of control building HVAC. due to the
lack of adequate fire barrier sepration between control room air handling
Units 1HVAC*ACU1A and 18. The licensee determined that a loss of all control
building HVAC would cause the main control room, standby switchgear Room 1B.
and mechanical room to heat up. !

l

|Subsequent to issuing the LER the licensee conducted additional safety
evaluations and concluded that the time required for equipment in the control
building to heat up would have allowed operators to implement actions, which
were already outlined in Procedure A0P-0050. " Station Blackout." Revision 6.
to restore some cooling and to safely shutdown the plant. The licensee
planned a revision to this LER to include the evaluation for a loss of offsite
power and the revised evaluation of potential safety significance, i
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The team noted that the licensee's initial assessment of safety significance
failed to consider the effect of this event concurrent with loss of offsite i

'ower. A fire concurrent with loss of offsite power is the fire required to> ,

3e considered as the design bases. .The team reviewed the licensee's revised :
'assessment of safety significance, which included the loss of offsite power

and interviewed a licensed operator concerning response to this event.

The team concluded that the plant operators would have had sufficient time to !

safely shut down the plant and would have used guidance in A0P-0050 to
maximize cooling.

,

!

11.4 fflosed)l.ER 458/94-03- Missed Surveillance on Safety-Related Fire ;

Barriers t

;On January 12. 1994, the licensee identified that surveillance inspections of
eight fire barrier assemblies had not been performed. ;

The licensee verified that hourly fire watches, which were established in !
'

1991, due to other fire protection problems, were in place as the required
compensatory measure. The licensee revised plant drawings to include the
assemblies which had not been inspected, i

. The team reviewed plant drawings for the fire barriers listed and ensured that [' the assemblies would be included in future inspections. The team performed a
visual inspection of the fire barriers to verify that all assemblies were ,

installed and in good condition. The team considered the licensee's :

corrective actions adequate to ensure that these items are included in future |i

inspections.
;

|
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ATTACHMENT ;

!
EXIT MEETING ,

.

|
'

1 PERSONS CONTACTED

1.1 Enterav ODerations Inc.
.

J. Fisicaro. Manager. Safety Assessment and Quality verification .

!M. Sellman. Plant Manager
J. Venable. Operations Supervisor
M Stein. Project Manager. Fire Protection
D. Dormady. Manager. Mechanical / Civil Engineering
R. Davey. Manager. Electrical / Instrumentation and Controls Engineering i

E. Ewing. Manager. Maintenance :

:C. Foster. Technical Specification Maintenance
L. Creekbaum. Surveillance Coordinator

-

R. Putnam. System Engineering Supervisor
K. Zimmermann. Communications ;

D. Lorfing. Supervisor. Licensing ,

C. Pardi Coordinator. Operations Support |
',

J. Holmes. Superintendent. Chemistry ,

R. Tunstall. Actirg Training Manager i

R. Whitley. Super'/1sor. Quality
A. Shahkarami. Supervisor, Engineering ;

M. Hallorac. Quality Assurance ;

J. Sutherland. Project Manager .

'

'

R. Bueu. Supervisor. Engineering
T. Hoffman. Supervisor. Engineering
M. Krupa. Manager. Performance and System Engineerir.g ;

!R. Douet. Director. Plant Projects and Support
R. McAdams. Senior Engineer. Licensing |

T. Leonard. Director. Engineering {
iC. Purdi. Project Manager

J. Leavines. Manager. Nuclear Safety and Assessment !
C. Pardi. Coordinator. Operations Support
0. Bulich Manager. Licensing |
W. Ddell. Superintendent. Radiation Control
J. Maher. Licensing Engineer
K Garner. Licensing Engineer

1.2 Calun Electric

W. Day. Site Representative
:
'

1.3 NRC Personnel
t

P. Gwynn. Director. DRS. Region IV
W. Wagner. Reactor Inspector. DRS. Region IV
D. Graves. Project Engineer. DRP. Region IV

'

P. Qualls. Reactor Inspector. DRS. Region IV
C. Johnson. Reactor inspector. DRS. Region IV ,

iW. McNeill. Reactor Inspector. DRS Region IV
L Gundrum. Project Manager. Office of Nuclear ,

f
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;

W. McNeill. Reactor Inspector. DRS Region IV I
'

L. Gundrum. Project Manager. Office of Nuclear !

Reactor Regulation (NRR) i

D. Wigginton. Senior Project Manager. NRR !

The personnel listed above attended the exit meeting. Additional personnel |
from the licensee's staff also attended the exit meeting. The team contacted !
additional licensee personnel during the performance of this inspection.

'

;

2 EXIT MEETING
;

An exit meeting was conducted on November 10. 1994. During this meeting, the :

team leader reviewed the scope and findings of the inspection, as discussed in .

,

this report. The licensee acknowledged the inspection findings documented in !
this report. The licensee did not identify as proprietary any information !

'.

provided to, or reviewed by, the team. >

i
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